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Preface 

The technological revolution has opened up a new dimension for medi-care or 

health care system. Information Communication Technology (lCT) revolution has 

facilitated the medical science to do wonders or at least to explore the wonders. 

The future is more promising. With the advent of 4G communication, microwave 

imaging, high speed computation, hardware efficient systems, the medical science 

is going to see a transformation to fight against the known and unknown. The 

expertise will not be confined to only urban or developed region bit also to the 

remote region to provide services to masses. Today's dream of one expert to many 

patient and many regions will be a reality. 

This thesis is an attempt to achieve some of the parameters to meet the dream, 

so that an integration of technological development with medical science will be 

able to provide a better health care system not only in urban areas but also in rural 

areas. The thesis has addressed automated detection, accuracy, computational 

efficiency and image quality by using artificial neural networks and optimization 

technique like bacterial foraging to contribute towards the endeavor of technology 

driven healthcare systems. Chapter 4 to chapter 9 of the thesis present the various 

methods proposed, their implementation and the results achieved to meet the 

objectives where as chapter 1 to chapter 3 discuss the background and need for 

automated systems including the present status. The issues have been clearly 

stated and attempts have been made to provide efficient solutions to these issues. 

Although the thesis is primarily focuses on presenting the outcomes of the 

objectives but the quest to be a part of the technologically driven medi-care or 

health care system to serve to the masses has ignited a strong motivation on me to 

go further and contribute in high tech automatic diagnosis process in years to 

come. 
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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Key Words: Anhythmias, Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography 

(SPECT) imaging, mammography, automatic detection, art ificial 

neural networks, bacterial foraging, denoising, lesion, peak signal 

to noise ratio. 

The principal contributions of the thesis aim at developing automatic detection 

and diagnosis tools to add to the developments taking place in the computer aided 

Medicare system. Soft computing approaches such as Fast neural networks, back 

propagation algorithm based artificial neural networks, median filters, bacterial 

foraging are used by different researchers and are integrated to devise various novel 

soft tools to detect, denoise, restore and enhance medical images for diagnosis . The 

findings of this thesis will go a long way in meeting the automatic detection and 

diagnosis techniques required to meet urban and more so the rural patient where the 

experienced and expert doctors are scanty in numbers. Medical imaging for detection 

and diagnosis is an important and complex task that should be performed in less time 

with efficiency and accurately to provide proper patient care system. However, the 

limiting factors for medical imaging are (i) cost (ii) processing time (iii) accuracy i.e. , 

reduction of false detection (iv) effect of Noise (v) resolution i.e. capability to detect 

small object through enhancement (vi) absence of true original image data (vii ) and 

more so the dependency an experience and expertise of medical specialist. The 

dependency on human expertise and experience makes the detection and diagnosis 

more enor prone in the absence of required expertise. Therefore, automated detection 

and diagnosis techniques have drawn the attentions of many researchers and 

industries for development. There have been continuous developments in thi s 

direction and these are well noticeable in advanced sophisticated hospitals 

equipments. 
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The advancement of the high performance computing techniques both 

software and hardware have contributed significantly in the recent time towards the 

development of efficient and accurate tools for detection and diagnosis of diseases. 

Motivated with the potential requirements of automated detection and diagnosis tools 

for Medicare system, attempts are made to provide solutions to arrhythmias detection, 

denoising, fast and accurate lesion detection and localization, image enhancement in 

terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), blind detection for mammography and 

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) images. The organizations 

of the works have been divided into ten (10) major sections leading to ten (10) major 

chapters of the thesis. The rationale, problem statement, organization of thesis is 

presented in 1 SI section called chapter 1 in the thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents for detailed review of artificial neural networks, its 

chronological developments and their application in Medicare system. Evolutionary 

optimization technique has been discussed in Chapter 3 of the thesis where the 

algorithm of Bacterial foraging technique, have been discussed in detail elaborating 

the merits and demerits of the technique. More than 200 research papers have been 

referred to bring out these two chapters a few of which have been presented as 

reference in respective chapters. After acquiring a good insight from these three 

chapters, the knowledge has been implemented in Chapter- 4 to Chapter 8 to provide 

solutions to the addressed problems. Last but not the least, Chapter 9 presents 

conclusions, future scope. 

The following sections present the abstracts of Chapters 4 to Chapter 8. 

Section I: In the first phase of the work, attempt is made to design and develop 

artificial neural network to detect arrhythmias accurately in a less computational time. 

Arrhythmias are defined as any deviation from the normal sinus rhythm and heart 

rate. As there are numerous arrhythmias and the existing systems do not have any 

provisions for detections of arrhythmias, therefore. the need for automatic detection 

of arrhythmia is felt. The application of signal processing technique on ECG wave 

was reported in the late 90s. However, only in 2000, the detection of arrhythmia 
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through computational techniques saw the light of the day. U R Acharya et.a!' in 

2004, used an artificial neural network ANN and Fuzzy classifier to classify the 

cardiac abnormalities based on heart rate with an accuracy level of 80-85%. Hoai, L 

Tran et. al. in 2005, integrated multiple neural classifier for the heart beat recognition. 

But all these methods could present solutions for maximum of three arrhythmias. 

Using wavelet and Fourier transformation for ECG beat classification. Z. Ooker et. 

a!., could address the problem of 10 arrhythmias with an accuracy of 89.40%. In this 

thesis, an artificial neural network is developed using back propagation algorithm to 

solve 16 arrhythmias and an average accuracy of 98.63% is achieved. Provisions are 

made to process either digital data from data set or converting image into graph to 

automatically detect and diagnose the arrhythmias. The ECG wave is segmented into 

its P. Q, R, S, T and U waves and their intervals and complexes have been calculated. 

A comparison is drawn among the ditTerent published methods and the proposed 

method as regards the detection accuracy. The proposed method seems to be 

computationally simple, efficient and accurate technique for arrhythmias detection. 

Section II: The second phase of the work deals with techniques to remove noise, 

mainly impulse or salt and pepper noise from the SPECT images. Images are often 

corrupted by impulse noise due to noisy sensors or channel transmission error. The 

basic principle of noise removal is to detect impulse pixel and replace them with their 

estimated value while leaving the other pixel unchanged. The progressive switching 

median filter, SOROM and CSAM filter, adaptive median filter, standard median 

tilter and two state SO-ROM and CSAM tilters are used by researchers for noise 

removal. Filtration of impulse noise is also accomplished by the use of ANN. In the 

proposed method, a gradient descent algorithm is used for training the neural 

network. 512x512 Lena image is corrupted with different noise densities and fed to 

the trained network for testing. A comparison of the proposed method with others 

methods like 3x3 Median tilter, 5x5 Median filter. Fuzzy Filter. SO-ROM filter, 

MMEM filter at noise densities ranging from 10% to 70% is made. It is observed that 

the proposed technique gives better perfOimance by 0.1 db to 1 db for different cases 
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of noise densities. The outcome of the proposed method proves it to be a better 

denoising approach and can find potential applications in medical imaging. 

Section III: Among all fonns of illness, Coronary artery di seases (CAD) is the 

single greatest cause of morbidity and mortality in the world . Early detection of any 

lesions in cardiac is an effective method to reduce the number of death caused by 

coronary artery disease. Current diagnostic modalities such as SPECT, PET, CT, MRI 

have advantages and disadvantages. Myocardial PET, Cardiac Vascular MRI remain 

expensive and are less accessible than SPECT. Ability to perfonn attenuation 

correction and the lesion to background contrast is higher in SPECT. But it suffers 

from prolonged steady time because of relatively low detection effic iency. Therefore. 

in the third phase of the thesis work, a fast neural network in conjunction with back 

propagation neural network is proposed to detect with localization of lesion in SPECT 

image. The proposed method is computationally efficient , accurate and takes less 

time. The large data content increases training time in neural network. Therefore, in 

the proposed method, preprocessing of data is done before feeding them to fast neural 

network. A Lesion is defined as a window having size of 3x3, 2x3 , 3x2 pixel or more 

with a defined intensity level. Output layer of the network consists of five neurons 

viz. , one to indicate absence or presence of lesion, two to give x- and y- position of 

lesion and two more to give di stance in the x and y directions. The activation function 

used is a log sigmoid, a threshold is used to give a binary output of 0 or 1 to indicate 

the presence or absence of the lesion. The output of the FNN may have a fal se 

positive or false negative. So, to ensure the accuracy of the detection, the output of 

the FNN is fed as input to an error back propagation neural network. The network is 

trained to achieve an error limit of 0.0001 . Data collected from MIRL, University of 

Utah and from the Internet have used. 450 slices of emission images of SPECT are 

used for training, out of which 300 are without lesion. 105 images out of which 36 are 

with lesion are tested in the proposed method . An accuracy of 96.2% is achieved. The 

rate of false positive detection is found to be 0.95% and that of false negative is 
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2.87%. The computation time due to Fast Neural Network reduces by 5 folds. The 

method seems to be promising time efficient accurate detection method. 

Section IV: Breast cancer is the fifth most common cause of cancer related 

deaths. In 2005, breast cancer caused 502,000 deaths i.e. 1 % of all deaths worldwide. 

Breast cancer can occur in female and male. However, females are more prone. One 

of the best ways to reduce fatal rate is to detect cancer in the early stage. If the cancer 

is detected when the size is less than 2cm, then the survival rate is more than 95%. 

The early detection requires the detection of small size object, which is possible with 

enhanced peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) value. Therefore in the fifth phase of the 

thesis work, recently developed bacterial foragi ng technique, a recently developed 

algorithm, is used with median filter to achieve very high value of PSNR. Bacterial 

foraging is applied to minimize the error that arises due to difference of image 

parameters between the true image and image obtained from the output of median 

filter. The method is validated with standard Lena image and subsequently applied to 

mammography and SPECT images. The images are tested after corrupting them with 

varied noise density (10% to 90%) to see the performance in critical situations. PSNR 

and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) have been studied . The findings are compared with 

reported methods. The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) of the existing methods 

range from 26.21 db to 31.36 db (for a noise density of 40%) but the PSNR found 

using the proposed method is 54.90 db. Other performance metrics like mean absolute 

error, structural contents, image fidelity, normalized correlation quantity have also 

been computed. The achievement of high PSNR and low MAE makes the proposed 

method more promising and suitable for medical imaging detection and diagnosis 

more specifically the mammography. 

Section V: Image enhancement algorithm leading to enhancement of 

PSNR values relies on the true image data. But at times getting original image or 

accurate data representing true image is quite difficult or may be impossible. 

Therefore, the need is fe lt to restore image with high PSNR to meet the detection and 
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diagnosis in medical science in absence of true image. In the fifth phase of the 

thesis work, a novel technique is devised using bacterial foraging with median filter 

to achieve high PSNR value while restoring image corrupted with impulse noise in 

the absence of the true image. Here, in the proposed method the difference between 

the output of the median filter and the noisy image is minimized using bacterial 

foraging technique and an enhanced PSNR ranging from 61.91db to 55 .99 db IS 

achieved even for a noise density of 10% to 50% respectively. The method IS 

validated using standard Lena image and then is applied to SPECT and 

mammography images. Image quality measures such as PSNR, structural contents, 

image fidelity, normalize correlation quantity are found out for varied noise density. 

The results show potentiality of the method to be used in detection and diagnosis in 

the absence of original image. 

Medical imaging and computer aided detection and diagnosis are continually 

growing field of research. In this dissertation, artificial neural networks and bacterial 

foraging soft computing tools have been used to develop tools or techniques that 

achieve better accuracy, show time reduction and are computationally efficient to be 

used in intelligent Medicare system. The outcomes of the work pave ways to integrate 

fuzzy logic, neural networks and bacterial foraging to further improve on accuracy, 

cost, efficiency, time to develop intelligent or smart medical imaging tools for 

detection and diagnosis. 
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Chapter 1 Introau[t ioll 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Automatic Detection of Diseases 

Recent technological advancements have significantly expanded the use of 

Computer Engineering, Information Technology and Signal Processing in Heal th 

Care, as manifested by wide array of applications developed for support ing 

clinical activities. This has made physician and specialists dependent or 

accustomed to the use of different technologies and computing techniques in their 

clinical decision making and patient management. Of particular relevance is 

radiology, nuclear medical imaging that has greatly evolved with and benefited 

from vast technological innovations and advancements. Radiology has become 

increasingly critical in clinical patient care and its practice has progressive ly 

changed from conventional film based settings to a technology-ended digital 

paradigm. 

Diagnoses missed on imaging are a common problem [I]. Of all medical 

malpractice lawsuits filed against medical imaging professionals, close to 70% are 

related to the miss of a diagnosis [2]. Errors, which occurs when abnormal ities 

that are readily detectable in retrospect are simply "not seen", is one of the most 

common reason why diagnosis are missed and account for around 60% of cases 

[3]. This risk of "not seeing" lesions is found maximum in the diagnosis of cancer. 

Studies [4] have shown that the rates for this type of error are up to 75%. 

However, a recent study reported by New England Journal of Medicine shows that 

the estimated cumulative risk of having at least one false positive result after 

screening was about 50% from mammograms, 25% from clinical breast 

examinations, and 19% from biopsy [5]. Such false positives not only cause 

substantial stress in those women but cost money in follow-up studies to verify the 

results [6]. So, the risk of incorrect diagnosis can be mitigated to some extent if 

computer aided detection (CAD) is used as an additional safety tool. Different 

from a human observer, the CAD system is not affected by distraction or fatigue 

and always operates at the same performance level. Besides, a human eye can 

only discern among some shades of gray whereas a computer can differentiate the 

least changes (Least Significant Bit) in the images as it reads an image as a data. 
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Therefore, the consistency of a CAD system combined with the knowledge and 

experience of the doctor can have a positive impact on detection accuracy. Thus, 

it is desirable to develop new techniques for accurate detection of diseases 

and to reduce false positive rates. 

Various research communities are involved in machine learning research, 

areas such as computational, learning theory, artificial neural networks 

(Rumelhart et aI., 1986)[7], statistics, stochastic modeling, probabilistic models 

(Weiss and Kulikowski, 1991)[8], genetic algorithms (Goldberg, 1989; Wnek and 

Michalski, 1994) [9-10], reinforcement learning (Cichosz, 1995) [11] and pattern 

recognition. Medical diagnostic reasoning and techniques is also very important 

application area of computer systems [12-14]. Here, a set of clinical cases are 

taken as examples to make an intelligent system or code to learn and produce a 

logical description of the clinical features that uniquely model the clinical 

conditions. A classic example of this type of system is KARDIO which was 

developed to do the interpretation ofECGs [15]. 

Biomedical Signal Processing as reported in papers [16-23] and computer 

based medical image interpretation systems [24-33] proves their significant 

assistance to medical diagnosis. In most of these cited cases, they have tried to 

emulate a doctor's expertise in the identification of malignant regions in 

minimally invasive imaging procedures (like computed tomopgraphy, 

ultrasonography, endoscopy, confocal microscopy, computed radiography or 

magnetic resonance imaging, single photon emission computed tomography or 

positron emission tomography) [34]. 

There are several difficulties that are encountered while developing a model 

for such a system - missing parameter values, incorrectness (systematic or random 

noise in the data), sparseness of patient record (few or non-representable record) 

and inappropriate selection of parameters. The generalization capability of neural 

network and its robustness makes it a very useful tool for improved medical 

decision making [35-39]. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Motivated with the potential requirements of automated detection and 

diagnostics techniques for Medicare system, attempts are made to overcome 

impairments that limits the present. automatic detection and diagnosis. The 

works presented in the thesis are basically novel techniques or tools developed 

as a part of this thesis work use artificial neural networks and evolutionary 

optimization techniques i.e., Bacterial foraging. Looking into the alarming 

situation of cardiac related functional disorder, a sincere effort is made to 

address the problem of detection of arrhythmias using artificial neural networks. 

The arrhythmia problem is formulated and solutions are provided to 

automatically detect the charges in various wave shapes i.e., P, Q, R, S, T, U etc. 

including the rate of heart beats. 

Noise is a strong limitation to medical imaging in terms of detection and 

diagnosis. The automatic noise removal is felt as a needed solution towards 

automatic detection and diagnosis. Therefore, artificial neural networks are used 

to remove noise from medical images. 

Detecting lesion and locating it is a challenging cardiac imaging problem. A 

wrong approach may lead to false detection adding treatment cost to patient. 

Therefore, to address the problem in a machine intelligent way, fast neural 

network is used to detect the lesion along with its location in a cardiac im~ge. 

Image enhancement is one of the preferred methods to counter false detection. A 

method or technique that provides denoising and enhancement is most wanted in 

the medical imaging to give new dimensions to automatic detection and 

diagnosis technique. In an attempt to meet the requirement, in this thesis 

bacterial foraging technique is used in conjunction with median filter to denoise 

the images while improving the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) considerably. 

The proposed hybrid method is a finding of the search for denoising with image 

enhancement and may go a long way in automatic detection in medial images 

including mammography images. 
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1.3 Organization of the thesis 

The following is a brief presentation on organization of the thesis. 

The rationale of the thesis is presented in Chapter One. Chapter Two describes 

the different medical imaging modalities in use. Chapter Three introduces the 

concept of artificial neural network. It also illustrates backpropagation algorithm 

in detail. Recent soft-computing optimization techniques are all listed and 

discussed in Chapter Four. A critical analysis of these methods clearly brings out 

their advantages and disadvantages. Following this is Chapter Five that deals with 

the detection of arrhythmia and gives the proposed network with its subsequent 

results. Chapter Six discusses the technique of noise removal from medical image 

using a neural network. It also gives a current literature survey of the methods 

used for noise removal. Lesion detection in SPECT cardiac image is a work that is 

described in Chapter Seven, where in a method, FNN (Fast Neural Network), is 

used to detect the lesion along with its location. In Chapter Eight, new methods 

are proposed to enhance a mammogram image by removing noise. In this chapter, 

bacterial foraging algorithm is used to denoise an image and its performance 

metrics are evaluated with a standard Lena image. In the next part of the chapter, a 

cascade Median Filter and Bacterial Foraging Optimization method is used to 

enhance the PSNR of an image. The performance metrics show a considerable rise 

in the enhancement quality of the proposed methods. Lastly, Chapter Nine 

concludes with critical analysis and summarization of the whole work and also 

proposing the future scope. 
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2. A brief review of artificial neural networks 

2.1 Introduction 

Neural networks are powerful techniques to solve many real world problems. A 

most fascinating aspect of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is its potential to 

modeling of large complex systems. Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to 

derive meaning from complicated or imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns 

and detect trends that are too complex to be noticed by either human beings or other 

computer techniques. They learn from experience in order to improve their 

performances and to adapt themselves to changes in the environment. In addition to 

this, they can deal with incomplete information or noisy data and can be· very 

effective especially in situations where it is not possible to define the rules or steps 

that lead to the solution of a problem. Due to these reasons, ANNs have drawn the 

attentions of scientists and technologists from large number of disciplines [1]. They 

functions as massive parallel distributed computing networks. Their performances in 

terms of Fault tolerance, Self-organization, Generalization ability, Continuous 

adaptively have made them prominent as softcomputing tools [2-6]. Large number of 

neural· models exists. Applications determine the type of neural network to be 

selected [7-13]. In order to perform a particular task, a neural network required to be 

trained. They learn new associations, new patterns, and new functional dependencies. 

One of the distinct strengths of neural networks is their ability to generalize well 

while sensibly interpolating input pattern that are new to the network. The parallel 

distribution structure and generalization capability make neural network to solve 

complex problems easily. Neural networks have a built in capability to adapt their 

synaptic weights with changes in the surrounding environment. A neural network 

trained to operate in a specific environment can be easily retrained to deal with the 

changes in the operating environmental conditions. 
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2.2 Biological Motivation of Neural Network 

An Artificial Neural Network can be defined as "a system composed of many 

simple processing elements operating in parallel whose function is determined by 

network structure, connection strength, and processing performed at computing 

elements or nodes". Much of the inspiration for neural network came from the desire 

to produce artificial system capable of sophisticated and intelligent computations 

similar to that performed by human brain. 

Biological neurons are the basic building blocks of human brain. The brain 

consists of huge number of neurons( of the order of 10 10
) and interconnecting 

synapses between them(of the order of 60XlO I2
) . The neurons perform pattern 

recognition, perception and motor control. Neuron, as shown in the figure2.1, consists 

of synapses, dendrites, cell body and axon. 

Figure 2.1: Structure of Biological Neuron 

The synapse converts a pre-synaptic electrical signal into a chemical signal and 

then back into a post-synaptic electric signal. The post-synaptic signals are 

aggregated and transferred along the dendrites to the neuron cell body. If the 

cumulative inputs raise the electrical potential of the cell body: then the neuron fires 
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by propagating the action potential down the axon to excite or inhibit other neurons. 

The frequency of firing of a neuron is proportional to the total synaptic weights. 

2.3 Model of a Neuron 
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The behavior of a biological neuron can be represented as a simple m del as 

shown in figure 2.2. The analogous model shown in figure 2.3 is ~~~;tJiC'i~" 
neuron. This model forms the basis of what is known as artificial n . "'i network. All ~ \ 

. Aco" I" 

the information processing operations of neural network occur at th ~~ufutfl.J.he .~?Ur J ., 
basic elements of a neuron are synapses or connecting weights, s \. ng juncti~ 

"::p .... ..", ~ ... 
activation function, and bias. It has a set of synapses or connecting w ~)liad t 

which are characterized by a weight or strength of its own. Specifically, a signal Xj at 

the input of synapse j connected to neuron k is multiplied by the synaptic weight Wkj. 

The synaptic weight of an artificial neuron may lie in a range that includes negative 

as well as positive values. At the summing junction, the input signals, weighted by 

the respective synapses of the neuron, get added up. The activation function or 

squashing function limits the amplitude of output of neuron. The range of normalized 

amplitude of the output of a neuron lies between 0 and 1 or -1 and 1. The bias, with 

fixed input + 1 or -1, has the effect of increasing or decreasing the net input of the 

activation function, depending on whether it is positive or negative, respectively. 

The output of a neuron k can be written as, 

h = <p(vk ) 

where, 

m 

vk = LWkjXj +bk 
J=l 

2.1 

2.2 

Xl' X2 , ... , Xm are input signals, Ww Wk2 ' ... , wkm are the synaptic weights of neuron k, 

bk is the bias, <p(.) is the activation function and h is the output signal of neuron. 

2.4 Activation Function and their Characteristics 

The activation function defines the output of a neuron with in a defmed range. 

Various types of activation functions are used in neural networks [14-15]. Broadly the 

activation function can be put into three categories. 
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Threshold Function 

ifv~O 

if V < 0 
2.3 

In this case, the output of a neuron takes on the value of 1 if the induced local 

field of that neuron is nonnegative and 0 otherwise. 

Piecewise-Linear Function 

The piecewise-linear function can be described as 

ifv~+112 

if + 1I2>v > -112 

if V :::; -112 

The function, though consists of linear segments, is nonlinear 

Sigmoid Activation Function 

2.4 

The sigmoid is most common form of activation function in construction of neural 

network. A sigmoid function limits an input with very large values to a range of + 1 

to -1. 

Mathematically, 

1 
cp(v)=----

1 +exp(-Av) 

. 2 
cp(v) = 1 

l+exp(-Av) 

2.5 

2.6 

where It is called activation constant and is the slope controlling parameter of the 

sigmoid. Figure 2.2 shows the input-output shape of various activation functions. The 

range of unipolar sigmoid, expressed in eqn. 2.5, lies between 0 and 1. Where as the 

sigmoid, expressed in eqn. 2.6, is bipolar and its range lies between -1 and 1. 

An alternative form of the sigmoid function is the hyperbolic tangent. It IS 

represented as, 

cp(V) = tanh(v) 2.7 
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The choice of activation function for a neural network may influence the learning 

speed and convergence. Neural networks with sigmoid activation functions are 

capable of approximating unknown mappings well [16]. 

1.5.-------~-------.--------~-------.--------r-------~ 

1 .. ooooooooooooooo~oooooo.ooooooo.oooo;oooooooooooooo.___:;;;1<:-=--------:-----------7''--------j 

0.5 

o /-_____ --+=ooooooooooooooooooocooooooooo.oooooooo OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.OOOOOOOOO.OOOOOOO.o'1----____ --J 

-0.5 ---------------- . ..1---------------- OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"O.OOOOOOOO.----~-----_'1 

hardlims 

tribas 

radbas ~ 
-1 

tansig 

logsig 

purelin -1. 5 ~ __ ____l ___ _____1 ___ _____1 ___ ___L _ ____'"--____ ___J 

~1.5 -1 -0.5 o 0.5 1 1.5 

Figure 2.4 Activation Functions 

2.5 Learning Rules 

Neural networks follow a similar pattern of decision making as followed by 

human brain. Like human being, which learn from its environment, neural networks 

also need to be trained. While training, care has to be taken to distinguish the learning 

from memorization. In fact, training of neural network is done on a case-to-case basis. 

In some cases, the memorization may be important than the learning. 
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Training a neural network in input-output mapping, involves modification of the 

synaptic weights by applying a set of training samples called patterns. Each pattern 

consists of one or more input signal and its/their corresponding desired response. The 

synaptic weights are modified to minimise the difference between the desired 

response and the actual response of the network produced by the input signal in 

accordance with an appropriate statistical criterion. The training of the network is 

repeated for many examples in the set until the network reaches a steady state, where 

there are no further significant changes in the synaptic weights. Thus, the network 

learns from the examples by constructing an input-output mapping for the problem at 

hand. 

Neural Networks does not have a unique learning algorithm, as one would expect. 

There is a saga of neural networks, each of which offers advantage of its own. The 

selection of a particular network depends on the type of application. Depending upon 

the type of neural network, there is a learning rule. To name a few, following are the 

learning rules, (i) Hebbian learning rule, (ii) Perceptron learning rule, (iii) Delta 

learning rule, (iv) Widrow-Hoff learning rule, (v) Correlation learning rule, (vi) 

Winner-Take-All learning rule and (vii) Outstar learning rule (viii) Stochastic 

learning rule ix) Botlzmamn learning rule [17-21]. 

However, as shown in figure2.5, following general learning procedure is adopted 

for training neural network [22]. The weight vector increases in proportion to the 

product of inputs x and learning signal 'r'. The learning signal 'r' is in general a 

function of Wi' x and the testing signal d; and can be expressed as, 

r = r(w(t),x,dJ 2.8 

Where, Wi = [Wil> W i2 ' .... ' wij' winf are the weights connecting ith neuron. 

Win stands for the bias weight. The input· Xn of input vector x is the fixed input of 

bias with a value of -1. 
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The increment of the weight vector Wi produced by the learning step at time t 

according to the general learning rule is, 

2.9 

where, c is a positive number called the learning constant that determines the rate 

of learning. The weight vector adapted at time ' t ' becomes 

k · I k ( ) [ k k d k ] k Wi = Wi t + cr Wi , X , i X 2.1 0 

in the next step. 

The learning in 3.9 is in the form of a sequence of discrete-time weight 

modifications. Continuous-time learning can be expressed as dwi(t) = crx(t) 
dt 

Xl 

Xi 

c 

Continuous 
Perception 

Figure 2.5 Generalized Learning Rule 

2.6 Multilayer Neural Network 

The most important attribute of multilayer feed forward network, as shown in 

figure 2.6, is that it can learn a mapping of any complexity. The network learning is 

based on repeated presentations of the training samples. A three layer neural network, 

in principle, is sufficient to model a problem [23 ,24] . The nodes in the input layer 
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supply input vector to the second layer or first hidden layer. The output of second 

layer or first hidden layer flows to the second hidden layer, and so on for the rest of 

the network. The set of output signals of the neurons in the output layer or final layer 

constitutes the response of the network for the input pattern in the input layer. Figure 

2.6 shows a three layers i . e., one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer, 

feed forward neural network. 

From the point of view of active phase, ANNs can be classified as feedforward 

(static) and feed back(dynamic) systems. Based on their learning phase, it can be 

classified into supervised and unsupervised systems. Feedforward supervised 

networks are typically used for function approximation tasks. Linear recursive least

mean-square (LMS) networks, Backpropagation networks and radial basis networks 

belong to this category. Feedforward unsupervised networks are used to extract 

important properties of the input data and map input data into representation domain. 

Hebbian 

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 

Figure 2.6 Multilayer Neural Network Structure 

networks and competitive network belong to this category. Feedback networks are 

used to learn temporal features of the input data and their internal state evolve with 

time. 
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2.7 Implementation Procedures and Issues Involved ID Neural 

Network Training 

To begin with, a neural network is ignorant about the system. In order to represent 

the system, the neural network has to be trained with its behaviour i.e a set of input

output patterns. The key steps involved in modeling a system with neural network 

comprises data generation/collection, data scaling, choice of neural network and its 

structure and finally training. 

The preliminary step in neural model development for a particular problem is 

identification of model inputs on which the output depends on. In general, data 

generation means, collection of a set of output vector for a set of input vector. The 

total number of patterns to be collected for a given problem is chosen such that the 

developed model suitably represents the original problem. The choice of data 

generator depends on the application, availability of data generator and accuracy 

concerned. Data collected from measurements is always regarded as the best choice. 

While presenting input-output patterns to a neural network, the values of the 

patterns need to be suitably scaled between 0 to 1 or -1 to 1 depending upon a 

unipolar or bipolar activation function used respectively. The necessity arises due to 

the fact that the activation function transforms the input signals to the above stated 

range. It is worth noting that the data scaling restricts application of neural network 

trained for a particular problem to a specific range of input and output parameters 

only. Commonly a linear scaling or a log scaling is used for data scaling. An 

intelligent choice of scaling can enlarge the range of operation. In general, the input

output scaling makes the problem better conditioned for training and facilitates better 

training. 

The accuracy of neural network based model may very dramatically depend on 

many features, including the network topology and learning technique. For learning 

in error backpropagation algorithm, the choice of initial synaptic weights may 
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significantly affect the convergence of learning [25-27]. The best network chosen is 

often not the best. A common practice is to carve out a small set of data from test data 

set and use it for cross validation after training. Sometimes, a neural network 

becomes an unstable predictor. A small change in data set may yield a different 

configuration and consequently different performance on unseen data [28-29]. 

Hidden units allow a network to . learn nonlinear functions and allow the network 

to represent combinations of input features. Given too many hidden units, a neural 

network will simply memorize the input patterns. Given too few hidden units, the 

network may not be able to represent all of the necessary generalization. 

Learning rate limits the change of weight for each iteration. Ideally, the learning 

rate should be small but then learning becomes very slow. If the learning rate is too 

high then the system can suffer from severe oscillations. Over training leads a 

network into memorization. 

2.8 Error Back Propagation Neural Network 

For many years, there was no theoretically sound algorithm for training multilayer 

artificial neural networks. The resurgence of interest in artificial neural network 

began after the invention of error back propagation algorithm. Rumelhart eta/. [1] 

presented a clear and concise description of the backpropagation algorithm. It is a 

systematic method of training multilayer artificial neural networks with sigmoid as 

activation function. As the name suggests, neuron activation propagates forward and 

error calculated at the output layer are back propagated to the hidden layers and 

weights are modified according to these changes. Although a Backpropagation can be 

applied to networks with any number of layers, it has been shown that one hidden 

layer suffices to approximate any function with finitely many discontinuities to 

arbitrary precision, provided the activation functions of the hidden units are non

linear [30-36]. Coding of the algorithms in the present thesis work are done using a 

MA TLAB [37-40] in Windows XP plateform. 
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2.9 Backpropagation Algorithm 

The generalized Backpropagation algorithm can be best explained with a three 

layers neural network (one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer). 

The activation function (which is differentiable) ofthe total input is, given by 

yf = cp(st) 

where, s{ = L wjkY; +Bk 
j 

2.11 

2.12 

2.13 

The error measure, E P is the total quadratic error for pattern p at the output units 

2.14 

where d: is the desired output for units 0 when pattern p is clamped. 

Further E = LEP is the summed squared error 
P 

One can write 

oEP oEP OS;k 
--=---- 2.15 

Using equation 2.12, the second term of equation 2.15 can be expressed as 

The error signal 0 {produced by kth neuron is defined as 

Tezpur University 
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Therefore, equation 2.15 can be rewritten as 

2.15a 

which is further modified to 

2.18 

Expression 2.18 represents the general formula for weight adjustments for a single 

layer network in delta training/learning. It can be noted that ~ P W jk in equation 2.18 

does not depend on the form of activation function. It also follows from 2.18 that the 

adjustment of weight wjk is proportional to the input activation Y j and to the error 

signal value 00k at kth neuron's output. 

To compute 0:, we apply the chain rule to write this partial derivative as the 

product of two factors, one factor reflecting the change in error as function of the 

output unit and one reflecting the change in the output as a function of the input, 

Thus, 

aEP aEP ayP op = ___ = _____ k_ 

k aSfk ay: aSk 
2.19 

The second term can be computed as 

aya ~ = rp'(sf) 
:Sk 

2.20 

Which is a simple derivative of the squashing function q> for the kth unit evaluated 

at the net input s: . 

To compute the first factor of equation 2.19, two cases are considered. First, k is 

assumed as an output unit 'k=o' of the network. In this case, it follows from the 

definition of EPthat 

aE
P 

= -(dP _ P) 
ay: 0 Yo 2.21 
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Substituting 2.21 and 2.20 in equation 2.19, the equation reduces to: 

2.22 

for any output unit o. 

Secondly, if k is not an output unit but a hidden unit k=h, one does not readily 

know the contribution of the unit to the output error of the network. However, the 

error measure can be written as a function of the net inputs from hidden to output 

layer. 

EP = EP(s( ,sf , ........... sj .... ) and we use the chain rule to write 

2.23 

Substituting this in equation 2.9 yields 

No 

8: = cp(s:fi.8:WhO 2.24 
0=1 

Equation 2.12 and 2.14 give a recursive procedure for computing the 8 's for all 

units in the network, which are then used to compute the weight changes according to 

equation 2.8. This procedure constitutes the generalized delta rule for feed forward 

network of non-linear units. 

Working with Backpropagation Algorithm 

The application of the generalized delta rule thus, involves two phases: During the 

first phase, the input X is presented and propagated forward through the network to 

compute the output values y: for each output unit. This output is compared with its 
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desired value do, resulting in an error signal 8: for each output unit. The second 

phase, involves a backward pass through the network during which the error signal is 

passed to each unit in the network and appropriate weight changes are calculated. 

Weight adjustments with sigmoid activation function 

The Backpropagation algorithm can be summarized in following three equations: 

~ The weight of a connection is adjusted by an amount proportional to the 

product of an error signal 81 on the unit k receiving the input and the output of the 

unit} sending this signal along the connection: 

If the unit is an output unit, the error signal is given by 

8: = (d: - y:)rp'(s:) 

It takes as the activation function <p the 'sigmoid' function. 

In this case the derivative is equal to 

'(sP) _ a 1 
rp - a P 1 -sp s +e 

= 
1 (_e-SP ) 

(1 + e-SP
) (1 + e-SP

) 

. The error signal for an output unit can be written as: 
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~ The error signal for a hidden unit is determined recursively in terms of 

error signals of the units to which it directly connects and the weights of those 

connections. For the sigmoid activation function: 

No 

8: = cp'(st)L8:who 
0=1 

No 

= y:(1- yt)L8:who 2.31 
0=1 

In a Backpropagation algorithm, when a learning pattern is clamped, the 

activation values are propagated to the output units, and the actual network outputs is 

compared with the desired output values, which usually ends up with an error in each 

of the output units. This error, eo (say) for a particular output unit 0 is to be 

minimized to zero. 

One strives to change the connections in the neural network in such a way that, 

next time, the error eo will be zero for this particular pattern. From the delta rule, in 

order to reduce an error, the incoming weights is adapted according to, 

2.32 

But, when this rule is applied, the weights from input to hidden units are never 

changed, and the full representation power of the feed-forward network is not seen as 

promised by the universal approximation theorem. In order to adapt the weights from 

input to hidden units, we again apply the delta rule. The value for 8 for the hidden 

units is obtained by the chain rule which is : Distribute the error of an output unit 0 to 

all the hidden units that it is connected to, weighted by this connection. Differently 

put, a hidden unit h receives a delta from each output unit 0 equal to the delta of the 

output unit weighted with(= multiplied by) the weight of the connection between 

those units. In symbols: 8h = Lo 8
0 
Who' The activation function of the hidden unit; 

'<p' has to be applied to the delta, before the backpropagation process can continue. 

The flow chart of the algorithm is presented in the following figure : 
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y 

Initialize weights 

Begin a new training cycle Begin a new training step 

Reduce noise with cycle 

N 

N 

Submit patterns added up with 
noise and compute layers' response 

Computer cycle error 
1 

E ~ E + -lid - 011 
2 

Calculate errors 0h and °0 

Adjust weights of output layer 
w=w+hoox' 

Adjust weights of hidden layer 

w=w+hohy' 

y 

Figure 2.7 Flow Chart of Backpropagation Algorithm [15] 
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Momentum Method 

The learning procedure requires that the change in weight is proportional to 8EP . 
Ow 

True gradient descent requires infinitesimal incremental Idecremental steps. 

Practically, the learning rate is chosen as large as possible, to conserve time, without 

leading to oscillation. One way to avoid to oscillation at large learning constant '7]', 

is to make the change in weight dependent on the past weight change by adding a 

momentum tenn, expressed as, 

2.33 

where 't' indexes the presentation number and 'a' is moment factor which 

detennines the effect of the previous weight change. Typically' a ' is chosen between 

0.1 and 0.8. 

When momentum tenn is not used, it takes a long time before the minimum is 

reached with a low learning rate, whereas for high learning rates the minimum is 

never reached because of the oscillations. 

Learning Constant 

The effectiveness and convergence. of the error Backpropagation learning 

algorithm depend significantly on the value of the learning constant 7]. In general, 

however, the optimum value of 7] depends on the problem being solved. There is no 

single learning constant suitable for different training cases. When a broad minima 

yield small gradient values, then a large value of 7] re~ll1ts in a more rapid 

convergence. However, for problems with steep and narrow minima, a small value of 

7] should be chosen so that overshooting of the solution is avoided. Learning constant 

, 7]' .should be chosen experimentally for each problem. It is seen that only small 

learning constants guarantee a true gradient descent. The price of this guarantee is an 

increased total number of learning steps that need to be made to reach the satisfactory 

solution. Though the choice of the learning constant depends strongly on the class of 
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the learning problem and on the network architecture, the values ranging from 1 ff3 to 

10 have been, successfully applied for many computational Backpropagation 

experiments, as reported in literature. 

Noise Factor 

Adding noise factor helps in jumping out of local minima. It enhances 

generalization ability of the network [22]. Another reason for using noise is to prevent 

memorization by the network. Since, one effectively presents a different input pattern 

with each cycle, so it becomes hard for the network to memorize patterns. A random 

number is added to each input component of the input vector as it is applied to the 

network. This is scaled by an overall noise factor which has range 0 to1 range. The 

noise factor is gradually decreased to zero with the increase in the number of 

iteration. 

Steepness of the Activation Function 

The neuron's continuous activation function <p(net, A) is characterized by its 

steepness factor, A. Also, the derivative of <p'(net) of the activation function serves as 

a multiplying factor in building components of the error signals. Thus, both choice 

and shape of the activation function would strongly affect the speed of network 

learning. 
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3. Soft Computing Optimization Techniques 

3.1 Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) 

Nature has inspired researchers in many ways. Airplanes have been designed 

based on the structures of birds' wings. Movements of insects have been imitated 

and modeled to design robots. Resistant materials have been synthesized based on 

spider webs. It is interesting to learn how these tiny insects can fmd the shortest 

path, for instance between two locations without any knowledge about distance, 

linearity, etc. After millions of years of evolution all these species have developed 

incredible solutions for a wide range of problems. Genetic Algorithm, Simulated 

Annealing Algorithm, Evolution Strategy, Ant Colony optimization, Particle 

Swarm Optimization, Bacterial Foraging Algorithm are some of the bio-inspired 

algorithms. Biologically inspired systems have been gaining importance and it is 

clear that many other ideas can be developed by taking advantages of the 

examples that nature offers. 

These evolutionary algorithms (EA) are randomized search procedures that 

mimic the process of natural evolutiop to solve optimization problems [1]. The 

representation of a solution is defined by the user and may be as simple as string 

of zeroes and ones or as complex as a computer program. The initial population 

may be created entirely at random or using some domain knowledge. The 

algorithm evaluates the individuals to determine how well they solve the problem 

at hand with an objective function. This objective function is unique to each 

problem and is defined by the programmer. The process of optimization is to 

search the values for a set of parameters that maximize or minimize a given 

objective function subject to certain constraints [2]. This thesis aims at the 

minimization of the objective function. The minimization of an objective function 

is defined as: 

Given f: S~ R where S ~ R Nd and Nd is the dimension of the search space 

S, we need to find 

x· E S such thatj(:x*) ~j(x), 'ilXE S. 
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The variable x * is called the global minimizer off and j{x *) is called the global 

minimum value off The process of finding the global optimal solution is known 

as global optimization. 

The . individuals with better performance are selected into a mating pool to 

serve as parents of the next generation of individuals. EAs create new individuals 

using simple randomized operators that are inspired by recombination (crossover) 

and mutation in natural organisms. The new solutions are evaluated, and the cycle 

of selection and creation of new individuals is repeated until a satisfactory 

solution is found or a predetermined time limit elapses. 

3.2 Swarm Intelligence (SI) 

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is the property of a system whereby the collective 

behaviors of entities interacting locally with their environment cause functional 

global patterns to emerge. SI provides a basis with which it is possible to explore 

collective (or distributed) problem solving without centralized control or the 

provision of a global model. The famous bio-inspired computational algorithms 

known as ACO (Ant Colony Optimization algorithm [3-11]), and PSO (Particle 

Swarm Optimization [12-15]), BFO (Bacterial Foraging Optimization [16]) are 

just some among many successful examples. Flocks of migrating birds and 

schools of fish are similar examples of spatial self organized patterns formed by 

living organisms through social foraging. Such aggregation patterns are observed 

not only in colonies of organisms as simple as single-cell bacteria, as interesting 

as social insects like ants and termites as well as in colonies of multi-cellular 

vertebrates as complex as birds and fish but also in human societies [17]. Wasps, 

bees, ants and termites all make effective use of their environment and resources 

by displaying collective "swarm" intelligence. For example, termite colonies build 

nests with a complexity far beyond the comprehension of the individual termite, 

while ant colonies dynamically allocate labor to various vital tasks such as 

foraging or defense without any central decision-making ability [18, 19]. Slime 

mould is another example. These are very simple cellular organisms with limited 
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motile and sensory capabilities, but in times of food shortage they aggregate to 

form a mobile slug capable of transporting the assembled individuals to a new 

feeding area. If food shortage persist, they then form a fruiting body that disperses 

their spores using the wind, thus, ensuring the survival of the colony [19, 20, 21]. 

New research suggests that microbial life can be even richer, highly social, 

intricately networked, and with more interactions [22]. Bassler [23] and other 

researchers have determined that bacteria communicate using molecules 

comparable to pheromones. By tapping into this cell-to-cell network, microbes are 

able to collectively track changes in their environment, communicate with their 

own species, build mutually beneficial alliances with other types of bacteria, gain 

advantages over competitors, and communicate with their hosts. Eshel Ben-Jacob 

[24] indicate that bacteria have developed intricate communication capabilities to 

cooperatively self-organize into highly structured colonies with elevated 

environmental adaptability, proposing that they maintain linguistic 

communication. Eshel [25,26] argues that colonies of bacteria are able to 

communicate and even alter their genetic makeup in response to environmental 

challenges, asserting that the lowly bacteria colony is capable of computing better 

than the best computers, and attributes them properties of creativity, intelligence, 

and even self-awareness. Wilson [27] showed that ants emit specific pheromones 

and identified the chemicals, the glands that emitted them and even the fixed 

action responses to each of the various pheromones. The pheromone signals that 

each ant sends out to other ants enable the ant community [28] as a whole to find 

the most abundant food sources. Some other authors also defend this self

organizing realm into brain function [29, 30]. 

All these above mentioned aspects show that the study of social foraging is 

vital for the development of distributed search algorithms, and the construction of 

social cognitive maps, with interesting properties in collective memory, collective 

decision-making and swarm pattern detection. 
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3.3 Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO) 

PSO [35 - 39] is an exciting new methodology in evolutionary computation. 

This population based stochastic optimization technique has been developed by Dr. 

Russel C Ebuhart & Dr. James Kennedy in 1995, and is inspired by socia l 

behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling [40]. This is an adaptive algorithm 

where the population of individuals (particles) adopts by returning stochastically 

towards previously successful regions [41]. In this algorithm, an objecti ve 

function is optimized by undertaking a population based search. It suffers from the 

problem of premature convergence. Usually, the quality of the solutions can not 

be improved even if the number of iterations is increased . 
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Fhwre 3.1. FlockioQ of birds. 

3.4 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

It is a search algorithm based on the conjuncture of natural selection and 

genetics [31]. It is in the early 1970' s that Holland and his student presented the 

first work [32]on Genetic Algorithm but it is only in 1980s that the real coded 

GA came up[33] into light. The characteristics of GA are different from other 

techniques. Firstly, this algorithm follows a multi-path to search many peaks in 

parallel and hence reduces the possibility of local minimum trapping. Secondly, 
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GA works with a coding of parameters instead of the parameters themselves. The 

coding of the parameter in tum helps the genetic operator to evolve the current 

state into the next state with minimum computations [34]. Thirdly, GA evaluates 

the fitness of each string to guide its search instead of the optimization function. 

GA only needs to evaluate objective function to guide its search and doesn't need 

any derivative or other auxiliary knowledge. GA have been very popular in 

academia and the industry mainly because of its intuitiveness, ease of 

implementation, and the ability to effectively solve highly nonlinear, mixed 

integer optimization problems that are typical of complex engineering systems 

3.5 Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (BFO) 

Social foraging capabilities have also been a source of inspiration to some 

authors in the area of distributed Optimization and Control. Based on the biology 

and physics underlying the foraging behavior of E. coli bacteria, Passino and Liu 

[42-44] exploit a variety of bacterial swarming and social foraging behaviors, 

discussing how the control system on the E. Coli dictates foraging should proceed. 

By parallel search, BFO can check various regions of search space at a time. 

So, BFO is less sensitive to local minima. Yet another important aspect ofBFO is 

its manipulation of representation of potential solution rather than the solution 

itself. BFO does not require a complete understanding of the system or the model. 

Foraging strategies are methods for locating, handling and ingesting food by 

an organism. Animals with a poor foraging strategy are eliminated in due course 

of time and animals with better foraging strategies are naturally selected to 

propagate their genes for their next generation success [45-48]. Since a foraging 

organism/animal takes actions to maximize the energy utilized per unit time spent 

foraging, considering all the constraints presented by its own physiology, such as 

sensing and cognitive capabilities and environmental parameters (e.g., density of 

prey, risks from predators. physical characteristics of the search area), natural 

evolution could lead to optimization. It is essentially this idea that could be 

applied to complex optimization problems. The optimization problem search 

space could be modeled as a social 
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foraging environment where groups of parameters communicate cooperatively 

for finding solutions to difficult engineering problems [49]. 

3.6 Critical Analysis of these techniques 

The Genetic algorithm [50] is an optimization process based on recent 

evolutionary search technique. This method has attracted researches in the resent 

past. The main advantage of Genetic algorithm lies in the fact that it does not 

depend on methods like Newton's gradient-descent algorithm, sparing the 

programmer from the need for calculation of derivatives. As real life problems 

are not only multi-model but also distorted due to the superimposed noise, Genetic 

algorithm is quite effective. Genetic algorithm can explore many regions of search 

space simultaneously and find out global minima. Yet another important aspect of 

Genetic algorithm is their manipulation of the represeritation of a potential 

solution, rather than the solution itself. 

Though GA offers good solution to various problems, .it suffers from its 

limitations. It has the problem of getting trapped in local minimum. In Genetic 

algorithm [51], local minima are avoided by operations like crossover and 

mutation between the chromosomes. Since there are Qnly two parameters to 

operate on, there is still possibility of getting trapped in local minima. Its 

convergence time is rather slow [47]. Besides, it needs random creation of initial 

population and also randomness of exploration. The quality of solution is dictated 

by the choice of initial population which limits the generalization capability of GA. 

Another drawback of GA is its expensive computational cost. 

The main difference between the PSO approaches as compared to GA is that 

PSO does not have genetic operators such as crossover and mutation [52]. 

Particles update themselves with internal velocity; they also have a memory that is 

important to the algorithm. The information sharing mechanism in PSO is 

significantly different [53], as compared to other evolutionary programming. In 

PSO the best particle gives out the information to others. As compared to GA, 
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PSO is easy to implement and there are few parameters to adjust [54]. The PSO 

has the same effectiveness (for finding the true global optimal solution) as GA but 

with significantly better computational efficiency (less function evaluations). In 

paper [55], a performance comparison between GA and PSO is shown based on a 

set of benchmark test pro~lems as well as two space systems design optimization 

problems. The search efficiency in PSO increases due to the computation of two 

stage transformation of the objective function. This eliminates the local minima 

and elevates the neighbourhood of the local minima [50]. 

Bacterial Foraging Optimization that has been proposed recently [51) uses 

more parameters for searching as compared to Genetic algorithm. The BFO is a 

useful alternative to GA. In addition BFO is also derivative free optimization 

technique [56]. The number of parameters that are used for searching the total 

solution space are much higher in BFO compared to those in GA. Searching for an 

optimal solution through more parameters in the search domain reduces the 

chances of getting trapped in local minima. This search and optimal foraging of 

bacteria have been used for solving optimization problems [57]. Bacterial 

Foraging Optimization does not focus on single high quality solution [58]. Its 

convergence is fast as compared to the other two. Its focus is mainly on cost 

function. However, many researchers have tried to use a combination code of GA

BFO for their optimization problems [49, 63]. So, in this thesis work, the problem 

of image enhancement by the optimization of signal quality is solved by using 

Bacterial Foraging Theory. 

3.7 Details of Bacterial foraging theory 

"7.1 Concepts of Bacterial foraging theory 

Foraging theory is based upon the assumption that organizational animals 

search and gather those nutrients such that it maximizes their intake of energy per 

unit time. So, if E is the long term average energy intake, then, bacteria aims at 

maximizing the function Err. 
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This foraging strategy is different for different species of animals. Herbivores 

find food easily and in abundance. But they need to eat a lot of food to gain the 

required energy level. Carnivores, on the other hand, have difficulty in finding 

their food but as their food has high energy content, a little food gives them their 

required energy intake. 

The environmental factors like distance between two pieces of food impose 

several constraints on obtaining the food. The prey may be mobile which indicates 

that it needs to be chased. Added to this, are the risks factors due to predators, 

psychological characteristics of the animal or organism that makes the foraging 

process a complex one. So, the optimal foraging theory mainly finds a solution 

subject to the constraints like physiological (eg. sensing and cognitive 

capabilities) and environment (eg. the density of prey, risks from predators, the 

physical characteristics of the search area). 

Usually, if a bacterium finds a region that has less nutrient an if it expects a 

better region (nutrient rich) then the bacteria considers all the risks and efforts to 

find another region. Again, if a bacterium has extracted nutrient for some time in a 

particular region, it can start to deplete its own resources. So, there should be a 

time to leave the nutrient region and venture out to find a new richer region. On 

one hand, a bacterium does not want to waste the readily available resources but 

on the other hand, it does not want to waste time in extracting the nutrients with 

diminishing energy returns. This foraging theory is modeled for optimal solution 

using dynamic programming. 

3.7.2 Searching techniques for foraging 

The process of search and optimal foraging decision-making of animals can be 

broken into three basic types : 

A. Cruise (eg., tuna fish, hawks ), 

B. Saltatory (eg. , birds, fish, lizards, and insects) 

C. Ambush (eg., rattle snakes, lions) 
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In a cruise search, the animal searches the perimeter of a region; in an ambush 

it halts and waits for a suitable moment; and in saltatory search, an animal moves 

in 

Cruise search 

Saltatory search 

Ambush search 

Time 

FigureJ.2. Different types of Search for foraging (figure drawn from [2]). 

one direction, stops or slows looks around, and then changes direction. These 

strategies are illustrated by the above figure, fig2.2. 

3.7.3 E. Coli Bacteria's foraging 

In this work, the foraging of Escherichia coli (E. Coli) bacterium is considered. 

The E. Coli bacterium is a very common and probably the best understood 

microorganism. It lives in the gut of human intestine and has a plasma membrane, 

cell ~all, and a capsule that contains the cytoplasm and nucleoid. With a diameter 

of 1 Jlm; and a length of around 2 Jlm, it can reproduce in 20 min. It moves with 

the help of its 
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flagella. It has a set of upto six flagella that spins at a rate of 100-200 rps, each 

driven by a biological motor. 

plasma membrane ,:e11 wall 

Figure 3.3. An E. Coli bacterium. 

Chemotaxis, Swanning, Reproduction, Elimination & Dispersal 

Bacteria move with the help of its relatively rigid flagella. An E. coli 

bacterium alternates between running (at 10-20 !!m/sec, they cannot swim 

straight) and tumbling (changing direction). Each flagellum is a left-handled helix 

configured so that as the base of the flagellum (ie. , where it is connected to cell) 

rotates counterclockwise(as viewed from the end of the flagellum to the ce ll), it 

produces a force against the bacterium so it pushes the cell. So, rotation of the 

flagella in clockwise or counterclockwise direction acts as propellers and hence an 

E.coli runs or tumbles. 

Following are the chemotactic actions: 

i) if the medium is neutral , the bacteria alternates between tumbles and runs. 

its action could be similar to search. 

ii) If it swims up a nutrient gradient or is out of noxious substance, it swims 

longer. That is it climbs up the nutrient gradient or down noxious gradient. Its 

behavior seeks increasingly favorable environments. 
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. iii) If it swims down a nutrient gradient or climbs up to a noxious substance 

gradient, then it searches. The search action is like avoiding an unfavorable 

environment. 

Therefore, it follows that the bacterium can climb up nutrient hills and at the 

same time avoids noxious substances. The sensors it needs for optimal resolution 

are receptor proteins, which are very sensitive and possess high gain. That is, a 

small change in the concentration of nutrients can cause a significant change in 

behavior. This is probably the best-understood sensory and decision-making 

system in biology [59]. 

Bacteria are often killed and dispersed and this can be viewed as part of their 

motility. Mutations in E. Coli affect, e.g., the reproductive efficiency different 

temperatures, and occur at a rate of about 10-7 per gene and per generation. E. 

Coli occasionally engages in a type of sex called conjugation that affects the 

characteristics of a population of bacteria [60]. There are many types of taxes that 

are used by bacteria. For instance, some bacteria are attracted to oxygen 

(aerotaxis), light (phototaxis), temperature (thermotaxis), or magnetic lines of flux 

(magnetotaxis). Some bacteria can change their shape and number of flagella 

based on the medium to reconfigure so as to ensure efficient foraging in a variety 

of media. E. Coli can form intricate stable spatio-temporal patterns in certain 

semisolid nutrient media [60]. Under certain conditions, they will secrete cell-to

cell attractant signals so that they will group and protect each other. These bacteria 

can swarm and bring favorable results. 

3.7.4 Bacterial foraging optimization. 

Here, the basic goal is to find the minimum of J (B ), B E R P ,where 

J (B) is the cost function. 

When we do not have the gradient J (B ) suppose that is the position of a 

bacterium, and Jicc(()) represents an attractant-repellant profile [60, 51] i.e., it 

represents where nutrients, noxious substances are located, so .!FO, JGO, JHO 
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represent the presence of nutrients, a neutral medium, arid the presence of noxious 

substances, respectively [61]. 

Let PG,k,I)= {Bi(j,k,l) li=I,2 ... S} ......... . 3.1 

represent the positions of each member in the population of the S bacteria at 

the jth chemo tactic step, kth reproduction step, and Ith elimination-dispersal event 

[47]. 

Let J (i, j, k, l) denote the cost at the location of the ith bacterium 

J(O ),0 E R P 

Let Ne be the length of the lifetime of the bacteria as measured by the number 

of chemotactic steps. To represent a tumble, a unit length random direction, say 

qJ OJ, is generated; then, we let 

Oi(j+1,k,l) = Oi(j,k,I)+C(i)rp(j) .......... . 3.2 

so that C(i»O is the size of the step taken in the random direction specified by 

the tumble. If at 0 i G+ 1, k, I), the cost J (i,j+ 1, k, I) is better (lower) than at 0 i 

G, k, I), then another Chemotactic step of size C (1) in this same direction [51] will 

be taken and repeated up to a maximum number of steps Ns . Let dattract be the 

depth of the attractant released by the cell, and let Wattract be a measure of the width 

of the attractant signal [47]. Cell repels another one via local consumption, and 

cells are not food for each other. Let 

h = repeiiant d attract 

be the height of the repellant effect (magnitude), and let W repellant be a 

measure of the width of the repellant [48]. Then, we may use functions, i ee (B), 

i= 1, 2 ... S, to model the cell-to-cell signaling via an attractant and a repellant. 

Let 

s. S E. i2 
Jee(O) = L Pee = L [-dattraet exp( -wattraet 2..: (OJ - OJ.) )] 

i=l i=l j=l 
3.3 

where 

o = [0 1 ............. 0 P ] T ,is a point on the optimization domain. 

The expression of J cc (() ) implies that its value does not depend on the nutrient 
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concentration at position e, actually, it is reasonable to assume that the depth of 

the chemical secreted by a bacterium is affected by environment i.e., a bacterium 

with high nutrient concentration will secret stronger attractant than one with low 

nutrient concentration [62]. Let the function Jar (B) represent the 

environment-dependent cell-to-cell signaling [60]. 

Let 

Jar (B ) = e x p (M - J (B ) J c c (B » ... 3 .. 4 

where M is a tunable parameter. Then, swarming needs minimization of 

J (i, j, k , I) + Jar (B ) (B i ( j , k , I » ...... 3.5 

so that the cells try to find nutrients, avoid noxious substances, and at the 

same time try to move toward other cells, but not too close to them [60]. The 

function 

Jar (B ) (B i ( j , k , I) implies that, with M being constant, the 

smaller J (B ) , the larger Jar (B) and thus the stronger attraction. In tuning the 

parameter M, it is normally found that [60], when M is very large, Jar (B) is much 

larger than J (B ) and thus the profile of the search space is dominated by the 

chemical attractant secreted by E. Coli. On the other hand, if M is very small, 

Jar (B) is much smaller than J (B) and it is the effect of the nutrients that 

dominates. After Nc chemotactic steps, a reproduction step is taken. Suppose there 

are Nre reproduction steps. For reproduction, the healthiest bacteria (the ones that 

have the lowest accumulated cost over their lifetime) split, and the same number 

of unhealthy ones are killed (hence, we get a constant population size). Let Ned be 

the number of elimination-dispersal events and, for each elimination-dispersal 

event [62], each bacterium in the population is subjected to elimination-dispersal 

(death, then random placement of a new bacterium at a random location on the 

optimization domain) with probability ped [60,62]. 
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Bacterial Patterns 

The nutrient map is constructed by summing up several gaussian functions 

with different magnitude and variance [60]. The contour plots of the map are 

shown in fig 3.4. Nutrient concentration function in the contour map (shown on 

Fig. 3.4), has a zero value at [15,15]T and decreases to successively more negative 

values as we move away from that point; hence, the cells tend to swim away from 

the peak. 
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Figure 3.4 Foraging of E. coli with Reproduction, Elimination and 

Dispersion: Contour Plot [16]. 

In this example, reproduction, elimination, and dispersion of E. Coli IS 

included and the roles which these processes play in the E. Coli evolution is 

demonstrated [43]. In the simulation, we choose Nre=4 and Ned =2, which means 

that, during the simulation, E.Coli evolve four generations and experience 

elimination and dispersal event once, respectively. Initially, the bacteria are 

distributed randomly over the nutrient map. 
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In Fig.3.4, the first generations of E. coli are moving around to search for 

places with a better nutrient concentration, as shown by those curvy trajectories on 

the contour plot. In the second generation, almost all the bacteria have found such 

places, though all of them are not global optimal points [60]. With evolution, all in 

the third generation find the position on the map with the best nutrient 

concentration, and the fourth generation stays there firmly. Simulation results in 

Fig. 3.5 are a continuation of Fig. 3.4, but an elimination and dispersal process 

happens in between. In Fig. 3.5, some bacteria of the first generation appear in 

some bad positions. But after 
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Figure 3.5 Foraging of E. Coli with Reproduction, Elimination and 

Dispersion: contour plot after Elimination and Dispersion[16]. 

reproduction, almost all of the E. Coli locates the global optimal position 

quickly and stays there from the second generation. In the above example, it is 

assumed that the nutrient map is noise-free [60]. But in reality, the environment is 

always noisy, which generally will prevent the individual bacterium from finding 

the optimal position. In next, by secreting chemicals, E. Coli may swarm and 
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perform social foraging. As a result, the bacteria may overcome the noise trap and 

pull each other into the optimal position [60]. In this case, a simple noise

contaminated quadratic nutrient profile with contour map shown on Fig.3.4. The 

profile has the best nutrient concentration at [15, 15t The Bacterial pattern is 

seen 300 steps. Figure 3.6 demonstrates the results when no chemical-attractant

induced swarming is present. Specifically, it shows the positions of the bacteria on 

certain chemotactic steps, where each + in the plots represents a bacterium. 
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Figure 3.6 Foraging of E. Coli in a noisy environment: Bacteria positions 

at different Chemotactic steps (without cell-to-cell attractant)[16]. 
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Figure 3.7. Foraging of E.coli in a noisy environment: Bacteria positions 

at different chemotactic steps(with cell to cell attractant). 

bacteria fail to find the optimal point even at step 300. Figure 3.7 demonstrates 

the results when attractant exists. It is clear that, by performing social foraging, E. 

Coli have better chance in locating the optimal point in a noisy environment 

3.7.5 BFO Algorithm 

In the first step of the BFO algorithm, p, S, Nc, Ns, Nre, Ned, Ped and the C(i), 

i= 1,2, ... N are initialized. Swarming includes cell-to-cell attractant function ; the 

parameters chosen above can be used to define the function. 8 j , for i= 1 ,2, .. .. S are 

also chosen. It is to be noted that any changes to 8j automatically changes P. 
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1. Elimination and dispersal loop: 1::::1+ 1. 

2. Reproduction loop: k=k+ 1. 

3. Chemotaxis loop: j=j=1. 

i) for i=I,2, ... S, a chemotactic step for bacterium i is taken as follows: 

ii) Compute J(ij,k,l). Let J(i,j,k,l) = J(ij,k,l) + Jcc(8j (j,k,l),P(j,k,l)) 

[effect of cell to cell attractant to the nutrient concentration is added] 

iii) Let J1ast=J(ij,k,1) [this value is saved as we expect to find a better cost via a 

run]. 

iv) Tumble: A random vector ~(i) E 9tP with each element ~m(i), m=I,2, .... p, 

. a random number on [-1,1]. 

v) Move: Let B;(j +1,k,l) = B;(j,k,I)+C(i) ~~~~~~(i) 

This moves the bacterium with a step size C(i) in the direction of the tumble. 

vi) Compute J(i, j+ 1, k,l) and then find J(i, j+ 1, k,l) = J(i, j+ 1, k,l) + Jcc(8j 

(j ,k,I),P(j,k,l)). 

vii) Swim: (here, some approximation is used) 

A. Let m=O [this is the counter for swim length]. 

B. While m<Nc, 

a. let m=m+ 1. 

b. If J(ij+ l,k,I)<Jlast [if it is doing better]. Let Jlast = J(i,j+ l,k,l) and let 

. . . ~(i) 
B;{] + 1, k,l) = B;() + 1,k,l) + C(l) I 

" ~ T (i).1.(i) 

This B; (j + 1, k, I) is used to compute the new J(ij+ 1 ,k,l). 

c. Else, let m=Ns. While statement ends here. 

viii) Try the next bacterium (i+l) ifi ;t:S.[this implies, go to ii)]. 

4. If j< Nc, go to step 3. Here, chemotaxis is continued as the life of the 

bacteria is not over. 

5. Reproduction: 

i) For the given k and I, and for each i= 1 ,2, .... S, let 

Nc+1 

J~ealth = L J(i,j,k,l) 
jQI 
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be the health of bacterium i (a quantitative measure of the total nutrient 

collected over the entire lifetime and to what extent it could avoid the noxious 

substances). The bacteria and the chemotactic C(i) parameters are sorted in order 

of ascending cost Jhealth [higher cost indicates lower health]. 

ii) The bacteria with the highest Jhealth values die and the bacteria with the best 

values are split into two and are placed in the same location as that of the parent 

bacteria. 

6. If k<Nre, go to step 2. The next generation chemotactic step is started and 

this continues till all the generations are completed. 

7. Elimination-dispersal: For i=I,2, .... S with probability Ped, eliminate and 

disperse each bacteria to keep each bacteria in the population constant. 

8. If I<Ned, then go to step 1; otherwise end. 
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4. Detection of Arrhythmia from ECG 

4.1 Introduction 

The heart has four chambers called the left atrium, the left ventricle, the right 

atrium, and the right ventricle. After blood travels throughout the circulatory 

system it runs out of oxygen and must return to the heart through the right atrium . 

Then the blood moves to the right ventricle, where it is pumped to the lungs so it 

can be re-oxygenated. Once the blood is oxygenated, it goes to the left ventricle. 

The left ventricle then gives the blood a forceful push into the arteries. That 

powerful push stems from a high-pressure contraction of the heart. 

There are dozens of risk factors for heart disease. Those cited most often by 

medical orthodoxy include high blood cholesterol, smoking, lack of exercise, 

stress and overweight. A high level of cholesterol in the blood is a mild risk factor 

for individuals with familial hyper-cholesterolemia (cholesterol levels chronically 

above 350 mg/dl) but for most of us, there is no greater risk of heart di sease 

between cholesterol levels that are "high" (over 300 mg/dl) and those that are 

"low" (under 200 mg/dl) [1]. 

What Is Heart Disease? 

Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) is not a single disease, but a complex of 

diseases of varied etiology [2]. Some of the recognized causes of heart disease 

include damage to the heart muscle or valves due to a congenital defect; or to 

inflammation and damage associated with various viral, bacterial, funga l, 

rickettsial or parasitic diseases. Rheumatic fever or syphilis can lead to heart 

disease, as can genetic or autoimmune disorders in which cellular proteins in the 

heart muscle are deranged or which disrupt enzymes affecting cardiac function. 

Inflammation may also cause blockages. The health and integrity of the blood 

vessel walls is another factor that must be considered. 

A heart attack, which is also referred to by medical professionals as a 

myocardial infraction, is the deterioration and eventual death of heart muscle 

usually resulting from a blood clot suddenly blocking the coronary arteries [3]. 

When the coronary arteries are blocked, the heart can' t get the blood it needs to 
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survive, nor can Ii get the oxygen tfiat the blood normally carnes to Ii from the 

lungs. If the flow of blood to the heart is not restored within about one half an 

hour, irreversible damage to the heart in the form of muscle death may begin to 

occur. Myocardial infarction (MI) was almost nonexistent in 1910 and caused no 

more than 3,000 deaths per year in 1930 in USA. Dr. Paul Dudley White, who 

introduced the electrocardiograph machine to America, stated the following 

during a 1956 American Heart Association televised fund-raiser: "I began my 

practice as a cardiologist in 1921 and [ never saw an MI patient until 1928." By 

1960, there were at least 500,000 MI deaths per year in the US. Rates of stroke 

have also increased and the cause is similar-blockage in the large arteries 

supplying the brain with blood [4]. In India, heart disease is the single largest 

cause of death in the country with heart attacks being responsible for one third of 

all deaths caused by heart diseases. According to a projection by the World Health 

Organization (WHO) and the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), India 

will be the heart attack capital by 2020. Arrhythmias-abnormalities in the 

rhythm of the heart's pumping mechanism-<:an lead to interrupted blood flow, 

oxygen starvation of the heart muscle or complete shut down of the heart- the so

called cardiac arrest. Regulation of the nervous impulses that govern the heart 

depends on a large number of factors-from mineral status to the integrity of the 

myelin sheath. 

4.1.1 Electrocardiogram (ECG) 

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a machine most widely used in the 

investigations in contemporary medicine. It is essential for the identification of 

disorders of the cardiac rhythm, extremely useful for the diagnosis of 

abnormalities of the heart (such as myocardial infarction), and a helpful clue to the 

presence of generalized disorders that affect the rest of the body too (such as 

electrolyte disturbances). 

, 

Figure.4.1. ECG machine. 
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EtG machme records the blOelectncal actIVIty ot the heart versus hme. i hiS 

machine also picks up the activity of other muscles, such as skeletal muscle, but it 

filters this out as much as possible. By convention, the main waves on the ECG 

are given the names P, Q, R, S, T and U (Fig. 4.6). Each wave represents 

depolarization (electrical discharging) or repolarization (electrical recharging) of a 

certain region of the heart . The ECG paper moves through the machine at a 

constant rate of25 mm/s. 

An ECG machine uses the information it collects via its four limb and six 

chest electrodes to compile a comprehensive picture of the electrical activity in the 

heart as observed from 12 different viewpoints. This set of 12 views, otherwise 

called ' leads ' gives the 12-lead ECG its name. Each lead is given a name (1, II, 

III, aVR, aVL, aVF, VI , V2, V3, V4, Vs, and V6) [44] and its position on a 12 lead 

ECG is usually standardized to make pattern recognition easier. 

Q 

Left Leg 

Figure 4.2. Leads showing the waves. 

Fig. 4.3 shows the Einthoven's_Triangle. Each of the 6 frontal plane leads has 

a negative and positive orientation (as indicated by the '+' and '-' signs). 
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Mid clavicular line 

Anterior Axillary ' s 

Figure 4.3. Location of chest electrodes in 4th and 5th 

Lead III 
aVF Lead \I 

Figure 4.4. Electrocardiographic view of heart. 
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Sinoatrial Left Atrium 

HIS Bundle 

Right Atrium 
Left Bundle 

Atrioventricular Node Left Posterior 

Right Bundle Brunch 

Left Anterior Fascicle 
Right Ventricle 

Purkinje Fibers 

Figure 4.5 Inside of the heart. 

In the normal heart, each beat begins with the discharge ('depolarization ' ) of 

the sinoatrial (SA) node, high up in the right atrium 5]. The normal heart beat 

ranges between 60 to 100 beats per minute. 

Depolarization of the SA node does not cause any noticeable wave on the 

ECG. The first detectable wave appears when the impulse spreads from the SA 

node to depolarize the atria. This produces the P wave. Different electrodes give 

different views of these waves- the wave below is typical for lead II (lead II has 

the same direction as the axis of the normal heart. 

R 

a s 

Figure 4.6. PQRST wave 
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The atria contain relatively little muscle, and so the voltage generated by atrial 

depolarization is relatively small. From the viewpoint of most leads, the 

electricity appears to flow towards them and the P wave will be a positive 

(upward) deflection. The exception is lead a YR, where the electricity appears to 

flow away, and so the P wave is negative in that lead. After flowing through the 

atria, the impulse reaches the atrioventricular (A V) located low in the right atrium. 

The A V node is normally the only route by which an electrical impulse can reach 

the ventricles. Activation of the A V node does not produce an obvious wave on 

the ECG, but it does contribute to the time interval between the P wave and the 

subsequent Q or R wave. It does this by delaying conduction, and in doing so acts 

as a safety mechanism, preventing rapid atrial impulses from spreading to the 

ventricles at the same rate. The time taken for the depolarization wave to pass 

from its origin in the SA node, across the atria, and through the A V node into 

ventricular muscle is called the PR interval. This is measured from the beginn ing 

of the P wave to the beginning of the R wave, and is normally between 0.1 2 and 

0.20s, or 3-5 small 

squares. QRS Complex 

R 

ST Segment 

T 

PR interval Q 

s 
OT interval 

Figure 4.7: Different components of the PQRST wave. 
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Once the impulse has traversed the A V node, it enters the bundle of His, a 

specialized conducting pathway that passes into the interventricular septum and 

divides into the left and right bundle branches. 

Current normally flows between the bundle branches in the interventricular 

septum, from left to right, and is responsible for the first deflection of the QRS 

complex. Whether this is a downward deflection or an upward deflection depends 

upon which side of the septum a lead is 'looking' from. lfthe first deflection of 

the QRS complex is downward, it is called a Q wave [45]. The first upwards 

deflection is called R wave. A downward deflection after R wave is called S 

wave. 

The right bundle branch conducts the wave of depolarization to the right 

ventricle. The depolarization of the ventricles, represented by the QRS complex, 

is normally complete within 0.12s. QRS complexes are 'positive' or 'negative' 

depending on whether the R wave or the S wave is bigger. This, in tum, will 

depend upon the view each lead has of the heart. The left ventricle contains 

considerably more myocardium than the right, and so the voltage generated by its 

depolarization will tend to dominate the shape of the QRS complex. The ST 

segment is the transient period when no further electrical current can be passed. 

through the myocardium. It is measured from the end of the S wave to the 

beginning of the T wave. The ST segment is of particular interest in the diagnosis 

of myocardial infarction and ischemia. The T wave represents repolarization 

('recharging') of the ventricular myocardium to its resting electrical state. The 

QT interval measures the total time for activation of the ventricles and recovery 

to the normal resting state. 
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Figure 4.8: U wave. 

The origin of the U Wave is uncertain, but it may represent repolarization of 

the interventricular septum or slow repolarization of the ventricles. U waves can 

be difficult to identify. Pictorially the whole phenomena is shown graphically as 

below: 
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Figure. 4.9: The generation of PQRST wave. 

4.1.2 Arrhythmia 

The sinus node creates spontaneous electrical impulses at a rate of 60-1 00 per 

minute at rest. It can increase or decrease its rate in relation to various needs such 

as reduction in the rate during sleep to as low as 40 per minute, and increase to as 

high as 150 per minute during physical activities. The sinus node thus, regulates 

the pumping of the heart in a rhythmic fashion and this is the normal rhythm of 

the heart. An arrhythmia is an abnormal rhythm outside of the normal variations 

mentioned above . In essence, an arrhythmia [46] is an abnormal rhythm or beating 

of the heart. It can be due to abnormal function of the sinus node or it can arise 

from other areas which normally do not initiate electrical impulses. The 
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arrhYthmIa can be manifested as rapId and regular heart beats (tachycardIa), rapId 

and irregular heartbeats (fibrillation), slow heart beats (bradycardia), and 

abnormal extra beats occurring before the anticipated normal beats in a periodic 

fashion (premature contractions). Arrhythmias originating from the upper 

chambers (above the ventricles) of the heart are caned supraventricular 

arrhythmias. Those originating In the lower chambers (ventricles) are called 

ventricular arrhythmias. 

Some of the arrhythmias [47] are described as follows: 

1. Normal Sinus Rhythm: An ECG in normal sinus rhythm, p-waves are 

followed after a brief pause by a QRS complex, then aT-wave. 

Figure 4.10: A Normal Sinus Rhythm. 

2. Complete Heart Block: Complete heart block (complete A V block) means 

that the heart's electrical signal doesn't pass from the upper to the lower chambers. 

When this occurs, an independent pacemaker in the lower chambers takes over. 

The ventricles can contract and pump blood, but at a slower rate than that of the 

atrial pacemaker. On the ECG, there's no normal relationship between the P and 

the QRS waves. 

I I __ , _0 _ __ . _. ___ _ 
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Figure 4.11: Complete Heart Block. 
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3. Atrial Fibrillation: 

Atrial fibrillation occurs when the atria depolarize repeatedly and in an 

irregular uncontrolled manner usually at atrial rate greater than 350 beats per 

minute. No P-waves are observed in the EKG due to the chaotic atrial 

depolarization. The chaotic atrial depolarization waves penetrate the A V node in 

an irregular manner, resulting in irregular ventricular contractions. The QRS 

complexes have normal shape, due to normal ventricular conduction. However the 

RR intervals vary from beat to beat as shown in figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12: Atrial Fibrillation. 

During atrial fibrillation , the heart's two upper chambers (the atria) beat 

chaotically and irregularly - out of coordination with the two lower chambers 

(the ventric les) of the heart. The heart rate in atrial fib rillation may range from 

100 to 175 beats per min which is presented in fi gure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: Atrial Fibrillation 

4. Ventricular Fibrillation: Ventricular fibrillation occurs when parts of the 

ventricles depolarize repeatedly in an erratic, uncoordinated manner. The EKG in 

ventricular fibrillation shows random, apparently unrelated waves. Ventricular 

Fibrillation, a cardiac condition that is almost invariably fatal , does not have a 

recognizable QRS complex. 
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Figure 4.14: Ventricular Fibrillation. 
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5. Atrial Flutter: Atrial flutter, is characterized by the absence of a P wave. 

Instead, a wavy base line is observed in the waveform. The typical ECG during 

atrial flutter shows a narrow QRS complex with a ventricular rate of 

approximately 150 beats/min. Atrial activity during atrial flutter causes a specific 

alteration in the surface ECG, giving the baseline a characteristic sawtooth 

appearance . The atrial rates in atrial flutter range from 250 to 350 beats/min, but 

they are remarkably close to 300 beats/min in most patients, with very little beat

to-beat variation (usually less than 20 msec). 

Figure 4.15: Atrial Flutter 

6. Sinus Tachycardia: A rate faster than 100 beats a minute in an adult is 

called tachycardia. The two main types of tachycardia are abnormal 

supraventricular tachycardias (which originate in the upper chambers of the heart, 

the atria) and ventricular tachycardias (which originate in the lower chambers of 

the heart, the ventricles). The rhythm in sinus tachycardia is similar to normal 

sinus rhythm with the exception that the RR interval is shorter, less than 0.6 

seconds. P waves are present and regular and each P-wave is followed by a QRS 

complex in a ratio of 1: 1. At very rapid rates, the P-waves might become 

superimposed on the preceding T waves such that the P waves are obscured by T 

waves. 
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Figure 4.16: Sinus Tachycardia. 

7. Venticular Tachycardia: Ventricular tachycardia, a very serious 

arrhythmia initiated in the ventricles, in which the heart rate is usually between 

150 and 250. Since the impulse originates from the ventricles, the QRS complexes 

are wide and bizarre. Ventricular impulses can be sometimes conducted 

backwards to the atria. in which case, P-waves may be inverted. Otherwise, 

regular normal P waves (60-100 beats per minute) may be present but not 

associated with QRS complexes (A V dissociation). The RR intervals are usually 

regular. 
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Figure 4.17: Venticular Tachycardia. 

8. Sinus Bradycardia: The sinus bradycardia rhythm is almost like a normal 

sinus rhythm except for the fact that R-R interval is longer. It is characterized by 

the following 

• Rate:40-59 bpm 

• P wave: sinus 

• QRS : normal (.06-.12) 
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• Conduction: P-R normal or slightly prolonged at slower rates 

• Rhythm: regular or slightly irregular 

! ! r--r-·-- -

, 
" -

Figure 4.18: Sinus Bradycardia 

9. Premature Ventricular contraction: Also known as ventricular 

premature beat (VPB) or extrasystole, is a form of irregular heartbeat in which 

the ventricle contracts prematurely. This results in a "skipped beat" followed by a 

stronger beat. Individuals with the condition may report feeling that his or her 

heart "stops" after an attack. PVCs are also called heart palpitations. The 

depolarization begins in the ventricle instead of the usual place, the sinus node. 

PVCs are diagnosed by: 1. prematurity 2. wide QRS 3. the presence (usually) 

of a compensatory pause. 

10. Atrial premature beat: The impulse is discharged prematurely giving rise 

to a distorted P wave (wide, narrow, notched, inverted or superimposed on the 

preceding T wave). PR interval may be normal or slightly prolonged. Premature 

P is followed by QRS less than 0.11 sec except when a very premature P is not 

conducted. The RR interval between two QRS enclosing APB is less than twice 

the normal RR interval. 

Figure 4.19: Atrial premature beat. 

11. Sick Sinus Syndrome: is a type of bradycardia in which the sinoatrial 

(SA), or sinus node is not working as it should. 
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Figure 4.20: Sick Sinus Syndrome. 

The sinoatrial exit block that occurs in patients with sick sinus syndrome 

may demonstrate a Mobitz type I block (Wenckebach block) and a Mobitz type 

II block. The ECG may reveal a long pause following cardioversion of atrial 

tachyarrhythmias, and a greater-than three-second pause following carotid 

massage. 

12. Right Bundle Branch Block: the top image shows a normal QRS 

complex. The middle figure shows RBBB, and the bottom figure shows LBBB. 

With both kinds of bundle branch block, the QRS is wide and misshapen. The 

characteristic shapes of the QRS complex allow doctors to determine whether the 

right or the left bundle branch is blocked. Diagnostic criteria for right bundle 

branch are: 

• Tall R' in VI 

• QRS duration 0.12s or greater. 

• In addition to this, there is usually a prominent S in the lateral leads (I, V5, 

V6). 

Normal 

~~RightBBB 

. /'-
-'\ / Left BBB 

V 
Figure 4.21: Right and Left Bundle Branch Block. 

13. Left Bundle Branch Block: The criteria to diagnose a left bundle branch 

block on the electrocardiogram. 
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• The heart rhythm must be supraventricular in origin. 

• The QRS duration must be = or> 120 ms. 

• There should be a QS or rS complex in lead VI. 

• There should be a monophasic R wave in leads I and V6. 

• The T wave should be deflected opposite the terminal deflection of the 

QRS complex. 

VI V6--
r 

--

/ ~ 
~ \ I , 

rS 
-- < _____ . __ .J 

Figure 4.22. Left Bundle Branch Block characteristics 

4.2 Detection techniques - a literature survey 

Detection of abnormal ECG signals is a critical step in administering aid to 

patients. Usually patients with heart conditions are continuously hooked up to 

cardiac monitors in hospital. Due to large number of patient in intensive care units 

and the need for continuous observation of them, several methods for automated 

arrhythmia detection have developed in the past few decades in an attempt to 

simplify the monitoring task. Various techniques have been utilized to classify 

arrhythmias. Generally, these techniques classify two or three arrhythmias or have 

significantly large processing times [6]. Most of the techniques uses: signal 

preprocessing, QRS detection, feature extraction and neural network for signal 

classification [7]. Many signal processing techniques have been proposed in the 

literature for the classification of ECG beats, such as frequency analysis [8, 9], 

template matching [10, 11], hidden Markov field [12-14], Bayesian [15], heuristic 
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approaches [16), expert systems [17J, self organizing maps[18) and artificial 

neural networks [19- 27, 41-43J or by other recognition systems[28 - 30]. 

Since EeG is a nonlinear signal generated by a nonlinear system, the body, 

neural networks provide a powerful and flexible non linear modeling tool for time 

series analysis. They are also utilized for classification. Guvenir et. al [31] 

developed a supervised machine learning algorithm for arrhythmia analysis based 

on a technique called features interval for the ueI "Arrhythmia" dataset [32] with 

missing features and unlabeled classes to address this problems and achieved an 

accuracy of 62%. Such a performance is not sufficiently good for clinical use. It is 

required to develop detection schemes which give a high accuracy, or equivalent, 

low false-positive and false-negative statistics, so that they can be useful in a 

practical deployment. Rahat Abbas et. al [33], presented a neuro-wavelet approach 

to predict ventricular tachyarrhythmia with a confidence of 74%. Belgacem et. al 

[34] showed that he could achieve 91.55% correct classification in detecting 

premature ventricular contraction (PVC). George Q Gao [35] could detect five 

cardiac conditions with a recognition rate of 91.8%; with an average accuracy of 

84.93%. Wei Jiang [36-38] showed that using evolvable block based neural 

networks, detection accuracies of 98.1% and 96.6% could be achieved for 

ventricular ectopic bears and supraventricular ectopic beats respectively. In their 

paper [39], Prassad et at. reported that using multi-resolution analysis and neural 

networks, they could classify sinus rhythm and 12 different arrhythmias with an 

accuracy of 96.77%. 

4.3 Proposed method 

Different cardiac arrhythmias are analyzed and diagnosed based on the EeG 

trace as recorded by EeG machine. Here, a complete process is proposed wherein 

an EeG trace is scanned; the scanned image converted into a graphical form, and 

then entire wave is partitioned into its sub waves. The shape, interval and the 

width of these individual sub waves govern the occurrence of an arrhythmia. So, a 

MA TLAB based code is developed to read the EeG waveform and then 
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synthesize it to yield P, R, Q, T waves, QRS complex, along with their 

respective intervals. Regularity of heartbeat, otherwise known as cardio-intervals, 

is a quantitative measurement of heart rate and is equal to the time elapsed 

between successive heartbeats. This regularity is checked from the R-R intervals 

by a self developed code. These factors have direct implication on the diagnosis 

of arrhythmia. These are then processed through an error back propagation neural 

network to detect the kind of arrhythmia. The base line wander and noise in the 

signal is taken care of while processing the waves. The proposed method is simple 

and detect 16 types of arrhythmias with accuracy. 

ECG wave (image) 

Image preprocessing techniques 

Conversion of 2D data into 1 D array 

Determination of individual waves 

Pwave R-R interval & R wave 

Error Back Propagation Neural Network 

Detection of arrhythmia 

Figure 4.23: Flow diagram of the detection process. 
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4.3.1 Conversion of an image into a graph 

Data acquisition from medical equipments has always poised problem, 

especially in those cases, where the equipment does not have the flexibility of data 

conversion from one format to another, data storage and data transfer. So, in the 

present approach, a code based on MA TLAB [40] has been developed to read an 

ECG graph and store it as an image data file as shown in fig. 4.4. An image is 

defined by three attributes viz., spatial coordinates like x-, y- coordinates and the 

intensity of the picture elements at these coordinate points. Further, an algorithm 

is developed that reads the intensity of each of the pixels corresponding to its 

spatial coordinates and then translates the total pixel information as one 

dimensional vector. When plotted, this vector gives the same ECG waveform 

shown in fig. 4.5. 

Database: The ECG data for the analysis is taken from the MIT -BIH 

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel Hospital Arrhythmia 

Laboratory) ECG arrhythmia database [48], Government Multi-specialty Hospital, 

and nursing homes in Chandigarh, India. 
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4.3.2 Segmentation of the ECG wave 

The ECG signal is filtered using a high pass filter to remove the DC 

component. Then from this ECG vector, the base line wander corrections have 

been made. This is done by a simple short code. The maxima of the ECG vector 

denote the peaks of the R wave. The interval between the two adjacent R-R peaks 

is used to evaluate the heart rate. But simultaneously, it is also checked if all the 

RR intervals are same or not. If the time interval of subsequent RR intervals is 

same, then the heart rate is regular otherwise it is irregular. A derivative method 

compounded with a 'threshold' condition is used to evaluate the base line of the 

plot. Any deviation of values of adjacent array elements bigger than the 'threshold' 

implies a wave. The start and the terminating point of the wave is tracked by a 

counter and the difference between these values defines the interval of a wave by 

the code. This way, all the required information about the interval and the 

amplitude are obtained. 

4.3.3 Detection by Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

This is an algorithm that learns the patterns or rules from the given input -

output signal combination. Cardiac arrhythmia can be detected if proper 

information on different parameters of the ECG waveform is known. Hence, the 

neural network is trained in a way similar to how doctors would make a diagnosis. 

The key point is to judiciously choose the wave components from the waveform 

to feed to the input layer of the neural network. The normal components of the 

ECG waveform considered for the purpose of diagnosis are the P interval, P 

amplitude, R height, QRS interval, PR interval, QT interval, T interval, regular or 

irregular RR interval, and the heart rate. The R-R interval mainly decides the heart 

rate. A number of conditional checks have been imposed to check if any of the 

. waves are absent or abnormal. We use a three level structure. The architecture of 

the neural network is 9x13x7x4. If noise in the signal is non-Gaussian with a 

mean other than zero, then the model then, a bias may be included towards the 

noise [49]. So, both the input layer and the hidden layers have a bias each to take 
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care of the nOIse In the sIgnal. Dtfferent combInabons of the output gIve the 

occurrence of different arrhythmia. Neurons between two adjacent layers are fully 

connected. In the training, the weights are adjusted by rules (Widrow-Hoff rule) 

and theories of inhibition and excitation. A standard sigmoid function is chosen 

for the forward signal flow to the output layer and a pure linear function as the 

activation function for the output layer. In order to have a fast convergence, the 

network is trained with a momentum factor. A noise factor has also been added to 

the network for a result. 
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Figure 4.25. Architecture of the proposed neural network. 
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4.4 Results 

539 EeG graphs of patients from different Government Hospitals and nursing 

homes were collected for testing the conversion code. These graphs were scanned 

and stored its spatial coordinates were read by the MAT AB code and then 

translated the total pixel information as an one dimensional vector which when 

plotted gave the same BeG waveform(fig. 4.27) shown by figA.25. In the plot of 

figA.25, only one complete wave (fig. 4.26) from fig. 4.27 have been considered 

for conversion. The figures in fig 4.26 and fig. 4.27 are in good agreement with 

each other. From this waveform or the data vector obtained form it, the different 

wave segments have been identified and plotted. Fig. 4.28 shows an isolated P 

wave with its time interval in ms, figA.29 shows the total QRS complex with its 

time duration being shown in the time axis, while fig. 4.30 shows the QT wave 

and its interval. The maxima of the vector denote the peak value of R. The R-R 

repetition rates, as calculated from the total waveform i.e., the converted 

waveform of the total figure of fig. 4.25 containing many cycles, are used to find 

out the normal or abnormal behavior of the heart. The heart rate is then calculated 

by the code. Heart rates evaluated by the code have been compared with the EeG 

machine's value and validated by a physician. An error of 0.23% was observed 

between these two. 

EeG signal of a real patient has been picked up randomly for the result shown 

above. The PR interval of 0.1938s, QT interval of 0.7025s, 0.2423s in the case of 

QRS interval and 1.1565s as RR interval have been found out by the code. 

EeG data for the analysis and the implementation of the neural network model 

are obtained from MIT, BIH arrhythmia database and from different hospitals. 

Two neural netw0I~ !Uodels are developed. The first network has 3 outputs to . 

detect 9 arrhythmias and the second network has 4 output nodes and detects 16 

arrhythmias. Table 4.1 gives the percentage of errors in each case of the diseases 

for the first network while table 4.2 gives the percentage of errors in each of the 

cases for the second network, 
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, 
Figure. 4.25. Scanned ECG graph which has been converted from a 

colored image to a gray level image. 

Tezpur University 

Figure 4.26 : Scanned image (one cycle). 
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Figure 4.27 : ECG data as read and plotted 

in MA TLAB from Fig. 4.26. 
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Figure. 4.30. QT interval 
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Table 4.1. Different arrhythmias with its respective percentage of errors 

using first neural network. 

SI.No. Disease Percentage 

of errors 

1 Atrial 0.39 

Fibrillation 

2 Ventricular 0.57 

Fibrillation 

3 Normal Sinus 0.14 

Rhythm 

4 Complete Heart 0.33 

Block 

5 Sinus 0.13 

Tachycardia 

6 Sinus 0.12 

Bradycardia 

7 Pre Ventricular 0.28 

contraction 

8 Sick Sinus 0.35 

Syndrome 

9 Left Bundle 0.61 

Branch Block 
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Table 4.2. Different arrhythmias with its respective percentage of errors 

using second neural network. 

SI. Disease %of 

No. errors 

1 Atrial Fibrillation 1.3 

2 Ventricular Fibrillation 0.8 

3 Normal Sinus Rhythm 0.5 

4 First degree Heart Block 1.7 

5 Sinus Tachycardia 0.6 

6 Sinus Bradycardia 0.8 

7 Pre Ventricular contraction 1.6 

8 Sick Sinus Syndrome 1.5 

9 Left Bundle Branch Block 1.9 

10 Right Bundle Branch Block 1.2 

11 Atrial premature beat 1.1 

12 Ventricular Tachycardia 2.1 

13 Atrial Flutter 2.5 

14 Hypercalcemia 1.9 

15 Asystole 0.3 

16 Idioventricular rhythm 2.1 
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Table 4.3. Comparison of different ECG classifiers 

Method Arrhythmia types Accuracy (%) 

Proposed Neural 16 (average) 98.63 

Network (second) 

Proposed Neural 09 99.68 

Network (first) 

DWT approach[39] 13 96.77 

USCL[50] 5 98.02 

MOE[51] 4 94.00 

FHhd-HOSA[23] 7 96.06 

FTNN[26] 3 98.00 

DFT1[52] 10 89.40 

DWT1[52] 10 97.00 

4.3 Conclusion 

In actual clinical environment, the ECG is generally corrupted with power line 

interference, muscle noise, and base line wanders. The code takes care of the base 

line wander by comparing the signal with a reference line and then by drawing a 

new reference line. In order to handle the power line interference and other noise 
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due to the other organs, proper biasing has been incorporated in the neural 

network. This way, the network proves its robustness in the presence of these 

disturbances. 
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5. ANN for Denoising Images 

5.1 Introduction 

The imperfections of an image acquisition system and the transmission channels 

often corrupt a digital image with noise. Besides, malfunctioning pixel elements in 

the camera sensors, faulty memory locations and timing errors in analog to digital 

conversion result in the corruption of the image by impulse noise [1]. This 

degradation significantly reduces the quality of the image which makes it more 

difficult to perform high level vision tasks like recognition, 3-D reconstruction, or 

image interpretation [2]. An important characteristic of this type of noise is that only 

a part of the pixels of an image is corrupt and rest of them is noise free . A digital 

image, f(x,y) containing random noise 11, superimposed on the pixel intensity values, 

is given by the formula: 

g(x,y) = f(x ,Y)+7](x,y) 5.1 

Noise in image always causes senous problem. This noise could be Additive 

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), Salt and Pepper Noise(SPN), Random Valued 

Impulse Noise (RVIN), or a mixed noise. Proper suppression of this noise in an image 

is a very important issue. Denoising finds extensive applications in many fields of 

image processing, not to mention its special importance in medical image processing. 

Conventional techniques of image denoising using linear and nonlinear techniques 

have already been reported and sufficient literatures are available in this area. 

Recently, various nonlinear and adaptive filters have been suggested for the purpose. 

The objectives of these techniques are not only to reduce noise but also to retain the 

edges and fine details of the original image in the restored image. But, both these 

objectives conflict each other and these reported techniques are not able to perform 

satisfactorily in both aspects. Hence, researches are still working on to develop better 

filtering method that can denoise effectively maintaining the image details. In the 

present thesis work, efforts have been made to develop a neural network driven filter 

to denoise an image effectively. 
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Impulse Noise: 

An image signal can be corrupted with noise superimposed during acquisition, 

transmission, storage and retrieval processes. Acquisition noise is usually additive 

white Gaussian noise (A WGN) with very low variance. 
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Figure 5.1: (a): Gaussian distribution, (b): a true image, (c): 
corrupted with Gaussian noise. 

5 
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In many medical imaging applications, the acquisition noise is quite negligible. 

This is mainly due to very high quality sensors used in the imaging cameras. But in 

some sensing or biomedical instrumentation, the total acquisition noise may be quite 

high. It is due to the fact that the image acquisition system itself comprises of 
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transmission channel. So in such cases, noises are due to the transmission noise. 

And acquisition noise is considered to be negligible. The· acquisition noise is 

considered negligible due to another fact that the human visual system (HVS) can't 

recognize a large dynamic range of image. That is why, an image is usually quantized 

at 256 levels. Thus, each pixel is represented by 8 bits (1 byte). The present-day 

technology offers very high quality sensors that don't have noise level greater than 

half of the resolution of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), i.e., noise magnitude 

in time domain is: 

1 A 
n(t) <-.-

2 28 5.2 

where n(t) is the noise amplitude at any arbitrary instant of time t, and A is the 

maximum output of the sensor and is also equal to the maximum allowed input 

voltage level for the ADC. That is, for A = 3.3 volts, the noise amplitude should be 

less than - 6.5 m V. In many practical applications, the acquisition noise level is much 

below this margin. Thus, the effect of acquisition noise is not considered in this thesis 

work. However, as a word of caution, it must be considered for instruments that are 

quite old and have not been calibrated for quite long time. 

Therefore, most of the research works are concerned with the noise m a 

transmission system. Usually, the transmission channel is linear, but dispersive due to 

a limited band width. The image signal may be transmitted either in analog fonn or in 

digital fonn. If an analog image signal is transmitted through a linear dispersive 

channel, then the image edges (step-like or pulse like signal) get blurred and the 

image signal gets contaminated with AWGN since no practical channel is noise free. 

If the channel is so poor that the noise variance is high enough to make the signal 

excurse to very high positive or high negative value, then the threshold operation 

done at the front end of the receiver will contribute to saturated max and min values. 

Such noisy pixels are seen as white and black dots. Therefore, this type of noise is 

referred to as salt and pepper noise (SPN). This salt and pepper noise is also known as 

bipolar fixed-valued impulse noise. The following figures demonstrate the effect of a 

random valued impulse noise on a standard image of a clown. 
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Let a digital image f(x,y) , after being corrupted with salt and pepper noise of 

density d, be represented by !im(x,y). Then, the noisy image !im(x,y). is given 

mathematically as: 

{

feX ' Y) 

h mex,y)= ~ 

with probability p= I-d 
p=dl2 
p=dl2 

5.3 

Impulse noise corrupts an image at random pixel locations, with a probability of 

d. Both 

Figure 5.2: True image, its impulse noise corrupted image with p=O.1. 

the salt and pepper noise and the random valued impulse noise are substitutive in 

nature. A random valued impulse noise of density d, is mathematically represented as: 

{
fex ,y) 

fn,inex,y) = e ) 
7] x, y 

with probability p= I-d 
p=d 5.4 

where, 11 (m, n) is a uniformly distributed random variable, ranging from 0 to 1. 

5.2 Techniques of Noise Removal 

There are linear filters to remove the impulse noise but they tend to blur edges, at 

times, do not remove impulse noise effectively. In the presence of signal dependent 

noise, they do not perform well [3-6]. For all these reasons, various nonlinear filters 

have been proposed and have been developed by the researchers. 
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The most popular type of filter in this category is the median (MED) filter. It is 

computationally efficient, but results in blurred and distorted outputs. Huang et al. [7] 

proposed a 2-D median filtering that is based on sorting and updating gray level 

histogram of the picture elements in the window. Subsequently, a fast real-time 

algorithm has been reported for median filtering of signals and images [8]. In this 

method, noise filtering is done based on their local mean and variance. It has been 

shown that the use of local statistics works better for removal of additive white and 

mUltiplicative noise [9]. However, it is not suitable for the removal of impulse noise 

as it employs optimal linear approximations. 

A novel class of nonlinear filter for image processing known as order statistics 

(OS) filter has been reported in [10]. This filter reduces white noise, signal-dependent 

nO,ise, and impulse noise. Another filter, signal adaptive median filter has been 

developed [11] that performs better than other nonlinear adaptive filters for different 

kinds of noise. The adaptive averaging filter proposed in [12] shows poor 

performance in the presence of impulsive noise and does not remove noise close to 

the edges. The filtering scheme proposed in [13] cannot suppress the impulsive noise 

sufficiently, but can preserve the edge better than the mean filter. It is reported that 

decision-based order statistics filters reduces both impulsive and non-impulsive noise 

and also enhances blurred edges better than many other OS filters [14]. An adaptive 

filtering algorithm for the class of stack filters has been proposed in [15,16]. In [17], 

adaptive neural filter removes both Gaussian and impulse noise. Adaptive median 

filters have also been proposed for removing impulse noise and preserving the image 

sharpness [18]. Two such filters are: the rank-order based adaptive median filter 

(RAMF) , and the size based adaptive median filter (SAMF). A fuzzy operator has 

also been suggested in [19] for enhancement of blurred and noisy images. In paper 

[20], a novel algorithm has been suggested in which the nature of filtering operation 

is conditioned on a state variable. A reliable and efficient computational algorithm for 

restoring blurred and noisy images has been proposed by Li and Santosa in [21]. By 

using inverse filtering technique blurred images can be restored. In their publication 

[22], Malladi and Sethian have suggested a unified approach for noise removal, image 
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enhanceIl).ent, and shape recovery. This approach relies on the level of set 

formulation of curves and surface motion, which leads to a class of PDE-based 

algorithm. Enhancement of medical images can be successfully achieved by this 

technique. Several adaptive Least Mean Square (LMS) filters have also been 

proposed [23] for noise suppression from images. An adaptive order statistics filter 

[24] is proposed for gamma COnilpted image sequence. This technique estimates the 

weights of an adaptive order statistics estimator that adapts to the probability density 

function of the noise. This approach performs well in handling the signal dependent 

noise. Higher order statistics removes impulse noise but this method needs 

computation of higher order statistical terms, which are computationally expensive 

[25]. Filtering of impulse noise is also performed using Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN). It has been reported that a single layer neural network accurately detects the 

impulse noise of fixed amplitude [26], their accuracy decreases with random valued 

impu~se noise. To further improve the performance, various generalized and modified 

median based filters such as multi-stage median (MSM) filter [27], center weighted 

median (CWM) filter [28], and stack filter [29] have been proposed. These methods 

produce good results at low noise conditions, but their performance deteriorates as the 

noise density increases. One possible solution is to use a filter that is capable of 

identifying the pixels contaminated by noise prior to filtering and leave noise-free 

pixels unaltered. Such decision-based median filters realized by threshold operations 

have been suggested in literature [~0-37]. Some of them perform at per with the 

median filter, whereas, others perform even better. But as the noise density increases, 

their performance too becomes inferior. 

The concept of fuzzy logic by Zadeh [38, 39] has revolutionized the research and 

development in the areas of signal processing, control, instrumentation, etc. [40-43]. 

Many researchers have used fuzzy logic to develop efficient image filters [44 -55]. 

Neural network is another important tool used in signal processing [56-58]. Many 

neural network based noise detectors and noise filters have been proposed [17,26, 

44,46,59]. Panda et al. in [60] have proposed a novel impulse detection scheme. 
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Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [61, 62] is also a very powerful' signal 

analysis tool. DWT has been used by many researchers to design efficient digital 

image filters [63-67]. But they are highly computational intensive algorithms. 

5.3 Critical Analysis of Some Filters 

The SD-ROM filter of Abreu, et al. [36] and the MMEM filter of Han and Lin 

[68] are some of the landmarks in the image filtering. The authors claim that it gives a 

very good performance in suppressing SPN of high density. But despite the claim by 

the authors, it shows slightly poorer performance at low SPN density as compared to 

the SD-ROM filter. T. Chan, et al [31] have developed a tri-state median (TSM) 

filter, for preserving image details while effectively suppressing impulse noise. 

H-L Eng and K-K Ma have proposed a noise adaptive soft-switching median 

(NASM) filter [69]. A soft-switching noise-detection scheme classifies each pixel 

into a corrupted or uncorrupted pixel, isolates impulse noise, non-isolated impulse 

noise or image object's edge pixel. 'No filtering', a standard median (MED) filter or 

the proposed fuzzy weighted median (FWM) filter is then employed according to 

respective characteristic type identified. The scheme changes the scrolling window 

size depending on the impulse noise density. For a 'Lena' image corrupted with 10% 

impulse noise, NASM filter shows a PSNR of 42 dB. Its performance is very good as 

compared to fixed filters but it suffers from the disadvantage of being a highly 

computational intensive algorithm. 

T. Chen and H. R. Wu have designed a space variant median filter [70] for 

filtering impulse noise from corrupted images. At 10% impulse noise density, it 

yields a PSNR of 28 dB against 22.5 dB for the MED filter. M. Ma, et ai, have 

developed a fuzzy hybrid filter (FHF) [71] for removal of impulse noise from highly 

impulse corrupted images. This filter achieves a PSNR of 30.87 dB for removing 
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SPN (under mixed noise condition) from the 'Lena' image, while a MED 3x3 filter 

achieves 28.1 0 dB. 

Aizenberg and Butakoff have developed a novel impulse detector based on rank

order criteria [72]. The scheme is called a differential rank impulse detector (DRill). 

At 1 %, 5% and 20 % of SPN, this DRill plus median filtering scheme gives a PSNR 

of 49.4 dB, 43.84 dB and 36.64 dB respectively. This may be categorized as a very 

good filter. Its performance is very good at low noise density. Further, the 

computational complexity involved is also not very high. 

Another impulse detection scheme, based on pixel-wise MAD (Median of 

Absolute Deviation from median), has been proposed by Cmojevic, et aZ [73]. This 

algorithm does not have any varying parameters, does not require previous training or 

optimization, and removes all types of impulse noise. For 'Lena' image corrupted 

with 20% SPN, this scheme achieves a PSNR of.33.20 dB (slightly poorer than SD

ROM of Abreu, et aZ.). For the same test image corrupted with 20% RVIN, it 

achieves a PSNR of 32.82 dB (slightly better than SD-ROM).It can be said that this 

scheme is better than the SDROM only if the impulse noise is random-valued. 

In their paper [1], Dong et. aI., suggested a two-stage method for denoising 

random valued impulse noise for a noise level as high as 60%. This method first 

identifies the noisy pixels and then combines it with edge preserving regularization. 

Their method achieved a PSNR of 29.03dB against 22.96 dB by Iterative Median 

Filter for a Lena image corrupted with 60% random valued impulse noise. 

5.4 Image Metrics 

The quality of an image is determined by objective as well as subjective 

evaluation. The pleasing aspect of an eye decides its subjective evaluation, but the 

human visual system (HVS) is so complicated that at times, it fails in a comparative 
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evaluation. Therefore, objective evaluation forms the basis of evaluation to judge its 

quality. 

There are various metrics used for objective evaluation of an image. Some of 

them are mean squared error (MSE)[74], Signal to Noise ratio (SNR), root mean 

squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and peak: signal to noise ratio 

(PSNR). 

Let the original noise-free image, nOISY image, and the filtered image be 

represented by j(x, y), g(x, y), and f'(x, y), respectively. Here, x and y represent the 

discrete spatial coordinates of the digital images. Let the images be of size MxN 

pixels, i.e. m=1,2, ... ,M, and n=1,2, ... ,N. Then, MSE is defined as: 

M N 

IZ)f'(x,y)- f(X,y)]2 
MS~= m=1 n=1 • 5.5 

MxN 

The Root mean squared error is : 

RMS~=.JMS~ 5.6 

Among the various image quality measures, the most widely used is the peak 

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [75-76]. The PSNR is defined in logarithmic scale, in 

dB. It is a ratio of peak signal power to noise power. Since the MSE represents the 

noise power and the peak signal power is unity in case of normalized image signal, 

the image metric PSNR in decibels (dB) is computed by using 

2552 

PSNR =10loglo 1 M N (dB) 
MN £;~[f'(x,y)- f(X,y)]2 

or, 

255 2 

PSNR = lOx log -' -dB 
IOMSE 
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The MPEG committee used an informal threshold of 0.5 dB PSNR to decide 

whether to incorporate a coding optimization because they believed that an 

improvement of that magnitude would be visible. Higher PSNR represents better 

image quality. In general, PSNR above 30 is considered acceptable. Reconstructed 

images with higher metrics are judged better. 

5.5 The Problem Statement 

In this section of work, efforts are made to develop a scheme to filter impulse 

noise that detoriates the medical image. In today's medical imaging systems, doctors 

use various scans (e.g. cardiograms, CAT scans, ultrasonic scans, Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging, Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) etc.) for recognizing diseases. But the scanned 

images are corrupted with noises of various kinds. With the present day state-of-the

art technology, we get high quality gamma cameras, high quality electronic circuitry, 

e.g., system on chip (SOC) etc. the scope of other noises like A WGN, Speckle noise, 

mixed noise etc. is very negligible. Hence, an improvement in the filtration of 

impulse noise will yield the best overall performance. Therefore, it is very important 

to design and develop a highly efficient image filter that can suppress impulse noise 

quite effectively. Moreover, if the computational complexity could be kept at very 

low value, it would an added advantage to get. the filtering operation performed in a 

short time for online and real-time applications. Since linear filters don't perform 

well, nonlinear filtering schemes, viz., artificial neural network filter is developed for 

achieving better performance. 

5.6 Preprocessing of the images 

Neural net requires that the input data be in the range [0, 1 J. SO, all the image data 

is normalized before feeding to the neural network. The images have been normalized 

using the formula: 
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X= 
X-Xmin 

where, x - initial value of the image, 

x- normalized value 

Xmin = minimum value of the image data 

Xmax = maximum value of the image data. 
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5.8 

The total database for the images consists of some self created texture images and 

SPECT images of cardiac showing the left ventricle. The SPECT data used for both 

training and testing have been obtained from Medical Imaging Research Laboratory, 

Dept, of Radiology, University of Utah, USA and from internet. Next, all the 

images are resized to a uniform size of 80x80. In the next step of preprocessing, it is 

ascertained that all the images have the same data types, i. e., double class. Hence, the 

images with class uint8 are converted to class double using MA TLAB function. Out 

of the 300 images in the database, 200 images are used for training and 100 for 

testing. These 100 images are images of lena image and SPECT images. The testing 

images consists of 50 texture images and the rest SPECT images. A set of true image 

along with its impulse corrupted noisy image constitues the input-output data pair for 

training the network. Some of the texture and SPECT images are shown below. 

P=O.l 

.... -

P=0.5 
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.. 

P=0.3 

P=O.4 

P=0.6 

P=0.2 

Figure. 5.3: Texture images and their noisy counterparts that formed 
the input - output pair of the training database. 
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40 % impulse noise 

50 % impulse noise 

Figure 5.4: (a) some of the SPECT images that formed the part of the 
training / testing database, (b) their noisy images with densities of 10%, 

20%,30% 40% and 50% respectively. 

-1 

Figure. 5.5: Architecture of the error back propagation neural network 
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5.7 Development of the Model 

The back propagation algorithm, a gradient descent algorithm is used for training . . . 

the network in a supervised manner. Three layers neural networks have been used for 

the network. Tan sigmoid is chosen as activation function for the hidden layer: The 

training parameters of the network are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Network Parameters 

Noise parameters 0.0005 

Learning 0.05 

Constant(parameter) 

Learning Increment 1.05 

Momentum factor 0.2 

The addition of a little noise to each of the training patterns helps the structure 

generalizing rather than memorizing [77]. Figure 5.5 shows the networks structure 

used. 
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5.8 Results 

Figure: 5.6 Original Lena image 
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Lena o.Mth 10% impulse noise Lena .....,th 20% Impulse nOllse 

Lena with 40% impulse noise Lena ....,th 50% impulse noise 
Lena 'Mth 60% Impulse IlOlse 

Figure. 5.7: Lena image corrupted with Salt and Pepper impulse noise of densities 
10%,20%,30%,40%,50% and 60% respectively. 
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Output Images 

Fie Edt View ~ Tools OesItop _ Help 

D~ga C¢ ®'E\.~~ ~ o ra . ~ 

NOISELESS IMAGE Nosi. densrty=O.4 de-noised Image 

2D 4D 6D 00 '00 2D 4D 6D 00 '00 2D 4D 6D 00 '00 

Figure S.U.: Matlab window showing the true image, noisy image and the 
denoised image. 
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Figure 5.13: (a) Original images, (b) noisy images (with 
densities of 10%), and (c) the denoised SPECT image. 

(a) (b) 

, ~:-~. 
I , .. . . , 

(c) 

Figure 5.14: (a) Original images, (b) noisy images (with densities 20%, 
30% and 40%), and (c) the denoised images. 
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5.9 Performance Evaluation 

To test the performance of the developed ANN, the network has been tested with 

a standard Lena image [78]. This Lena image is corrupted with noise with different 

densities and fed to the neural network. Once the output of the network is obtained, 

its PSNR is calculated. This PSNR is then compared with the PSNR obtained by 

different filters for Salt and Pepper Noise (SPN) corrupted image 'Lena'. The 

comparison is shown in the following table 6.2. 

Table 5.2 : Comparison of the different methods 

SPN MED MED Fuzzy SD-ROM MMEM Proposed 

Density 3*3 [dB] 3*5 [79] [20] (dB) [68] (dB) ANN (dB) 

0/0 [dB] (dB) 

10 34.25 31.23 37.88 38.98 38.60 39.6794 

20 29.25 30.60 34.19 36.55 36.76 37.47 

30 23.85 29.72 31.19 33.43 35.41 35.7448 

40 19.18 28.21 28.00 29.88 34.32 34.49446 

50 15.28 24.44 24.97 26.04 32.97 33.0319 

60 12.31 19.09 21.66 21.97 31.76 31.8060 

70 9.95 14.16 18.27 18.12 30.29 30.8145 
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The PSNR at other noise densities have been found out to be: 

Table 5.3 : PSNR of the proposed method at different noise densities 

SPN Density % Calculated using 

ANN 

5 40.8577 

15 38.3983 

25 36.3983 

35 34.9141 

45 33.4713 

55 32.4871 

65 31.1330 

75 30.2133 

The following graph demonstrates the performance of the respective filters and 

the developed neural network : 
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Figure 5.16: Performance of the neural network at different noise 
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6. Lesion Detection in SPECT Cardiac images 

6.1 Introduction 

Among all forms of illness, coronary artery disease (CAD) is the single 

greatest cause of morbidity and mortality in the world at large [I , 2]. Early 

detection of any lesions in cardiac is effective to reduce the number of death 

caused by coronary artery disease. Current diagnostic methods include Single 

Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), echocardiography, Positron 

Emission Tomography (PET), Computed Tomography (CT), and Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRl). Each of these modalities has its advantages and 

limitations [3]. In recent years, MRI has been found useful to assess myocardial 

perfusion, but it is compromised in the presence of pacemakers, defibrillators and 

other metallic devices [4, 5]. In addition to this, like myocardial PET, 

cardiovascular MRi remains expensive and is less accessible than SPECT [6]. 

Myocardial perfusion imaging with SPECT, in which the gamma camera or the 

scintillation camera rotates around the entire torso, remains critically important 

tool for diagnosing, assessing and evaluating treatment of coronary artery 

disease[7]. Further, because of SPECT's ability to perform attenuation correction, 

the lesion-to-background contrast is higher in SPECT [8] . However, it suffers 

from prolonged study times because of relatively low detection efficiency. 

Computer-aided interpretation of diagnostic images has gained much interest in the 

fields of radiology, nuclear medicine and magnetic resonance imaging [9, 10]. 

Development of these kinds of systems leads to valuable diagnostic tools that may large ly 

assist physicians in the identification of lesions in an image. Computer technology can 

also be used to support non-experts with a preliminary interpretation in those situations in 

which experts are not present. These systems improve expert's ability to identi fy 

abnormal regions in cardiac image while decreasing the need for aggressive intervention 

and enhancing the capability to make accurate diagnosis [II , 12]. 

Interpretation of diagnostic images is a pattern-recognition task, the result of 

which generally cannot be encapsulated in a set of criteria. Specially, in nuclear 

medicine, clinical assessment and diagnosis are generally based on qualitative 

assessment of the distribution pattern of radiotracers used [J 3]. Consequently, 
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conventional rule-based expert systems have achieved only limited success in this 

area. Artificial neural networks represent a computer-based decision method that 

has proved to be of special value in pattern recognition tasks [14,15 , 35 , 36, 37]. 

It is, therefore, of interest to evaluate the feasibility of using artificial neural 

networks for interpretation of medical images. 

Problem Statement: 

The current research focuses on the detection of a cold lesion from a card iac 

SPECT image using fast neural network (FNN). Hence, the task is to detect a cold 

lesion of 1.0 em in radius at any unknown location of the image. So, if a lesion is 

present, the out put of the FNN should be I or else 0 (in the absence of a lesion). 

The output of the FNN should be able to specify the location of the lesion in the 

image. To take care of the false detection (a false positive or a false negative), a 

simple conventional error back propagation is used. A post processing algorithm 

is used to reconstruct the image after the detection algorithm is run . 

The detection scheme consists of two different parts: detection of lesion and 

false detection elimination processing. 

Original image data I 
~ 

Detection by Fast Artificial 
Neural Network 

False detection elimination by Back 
Propagation Algorithm 

r 

Image display 

Figure. 6.1 Overview of the work to be done. 
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6.2 Literature survey 

Algorithms and the construction of social cognitive maps, with interesting 

properties in collective memory, collective decision-making and swarm pattern 

detection have inspired many researchers to use these techniques for their research 

problems[17-20]. David Hamilton etal. [21] have tried to use a feed forward 

neural network to extract patterns from bull's eye data to predict lesion presence. 

They used this technique to classify patterns from bull's eye myocardial perfusion 

images and detect the presence of hypoperfused areas. In their work, [22] lesion 

were indicated by two detection process by GA template matching and ANN 

technique which yielded 77% sensitivity and 2.6% False Positive per image. 

In a slightly different study, Metin Akay in his paper [23] has reported his 

results of detecting coronary artery disease noninvasively using neural networks. 

He used feature set based on poles and power spectral density function (PSD) of 

Autoregressive (AR) method after Adaptive Line Enhancement (ALE) method 

and his method correctly identified 84% of the subjects with CAD and 89% of the 

normal subjects. In yet another paper [24], Constantin Tranulis eta/., estimated 

pulmonary arterial pressure using an neural network. He claimed to achieve 

accuracy as high as 97%. 

Most of the object detection problems have been solved with proper choice of 

the algorithm and a proper selection of features. In [25], GA has been used for 

selecting good subsets of features that leads to improved detection rates. Of late a 

convolutional neural network has been used for face detection [26]. But the 

problem with neural networks is that the computational complexity is very high 

because the networks have to process many small local windows in the images [38, 

39]. Some authors have tried to speed up the detection process of the neural 

networks [20, 40, 41]. To reduce the computational time, Bakry combined both 

fast and cooperative modular networks to enhance the performance of the 

detection process [27] and he identified faces in cluttered scenes. In their paper 

[28], Zuo and deWith used successive face detectors in cascade and got an 

average of 92% detection rate. A fast neural network has been used for face 

detection [29- 32], but up till now no work that uses Fast neural network has been 
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reported for the detection of a lesion in cardiac SPECT image. In this thesis, a fast 

neural network combined with conventional error back propagation network for 

the elimination of false detection is proposed. This method accurately detects any 

cold lesion (along with its position) present in the left ventricle of the images 

acquired from Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) scanner. 

6.3 Fast Neural Networks 

Fast neural network is used here to detect any positive detection including 

false detection. This FNN is developed on two dimensional cross- correlation 

between the whole image of left ventricle (LV) and a sliding window with a 

defined size. Elements of this window may be thought of as the neural network 

situated between the input/output & the hidden layer. This cross correlation is 

nothing but product in frequency domain. 

For detection, a sliding window, or a mask y of size NxN is decided. The test 

image of size AxB is fed to the neural network. Let <l>i is the vector of neural 

weights of size MxN between the input image and the hidden layer, then, the 

output of the hidden neurons Yi, can be written as [33]: 

M N 

Y; = f[LL <l>;(x,y)y(x,y)+bJ 6.1 
y=1 x=1 

where f is the activation function and the bias is of hidden neuron denoted by 

bi • The above equation is the output of sub-image y . So for the entire image, the 

output will take the form [33]: 

NI2 NI2 

y;,Global = f[ L L <1>; (x, y)A(b + x, a + y) + BJ 6.2 
y=-NI2x=-NI2 

This above equation shows the cross-correlation. Hence it follows that [31], 

Y;,Global = f(<I>; ® X + B;) 6.3 

Here, Yi,Global is the activity of the ith hidden unit for the entire Left Ventricle 

image, 
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In Fourier domain [32], 

6.4 

This cross correlation makes the computation faster as compared to the 

conventional neural networks. 

The [mal output of the network can be found out to be [33] : 

p = f(W/2.f(wt2.f(x®cl>; +B:)+B;)+BO) 6.5 
j=l i=l 

Here, the final output is P. WO, WH
, <Di are the weights of the output layer, 

hidden layer and the input layer. As it is a 3 layer or in other words, a multilayer 

perceptron, equation (3) is substituted into the activity of neuron of each layer. 

The final output is in the form of a matrix. Hence, by evaluating this cross 

correlation, a speed up ratio can be obtained compared to conventional neural 

networks. 

The behavior of the neural networks can be accelerated during the search 

process [42]. The speed up of the detection process can be achieved by 

normalization in the frequency domain which in turn can be achieved by either 

normalizing the subimages of the input image or the weight matrix [43J. But 

normalization of an image through normalization of weights is faster than 

normalization of each sUbimage. Besides, normalization of weights can be done 

offline. So, normalization of weights is a better choice to get a speed up ratio. By 

using weight normalization, the speed up ratio for image normalization S can be 

calculated as [43] : 

(
(N _n+l)2) 

S=O 
q 

6.6 

where, q is the number of neurons in the hidden layer, NxN is the size of the 

image and nxn is the size of the subimage. 

6.4 Proposed Method 

The large data content in diagnostic images causes problems in training the 

neural networks. So, some preprocessing at the very beginning has been done to 
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reduce the data size. SPECT image data have been acquired from the Medical 

Imaging Research Laboratory (MIRL), Dept. of Radiology, University of Utah, 

USA and from the internet [44-61]. The color images are converted into 

corresponding gray level images. 

Artificial neural networks learn by example. The number of examples needed 

for network training depends on the size of the network. A large network that is 

fed with many input variables needs many examples to be trained properly. 

Images, especially in radiology, in nuclear medicine and magnetic resonance 

imaging, contain large numbers of pixels. A commonly used image matrix in a 

scintigram is 256 x 256, Le., 65,536 pixels. If all these pixel values are fed to a 

neural network, thousands of examples would be needed [34]. A substantial data 

reduction must, therefore, be performed, with out loss of relevant information, 

before training the network. The size of the SPECT images varied from 72x77 to 

87x95. So, the images after gray level conversion have been preprocessed to 

remove the unwanted background (as shedding off the unwanted information 

saves some execution time) by rejecting pixel values outside the region of interest 

in the main image. This is done using an edge detection technique that determines 

the boundary of the LV. The minimum and maximum x- and y- coordinates of this 

boundary decide the rectangle 

that houses the LV. This minimum and maximum (x,y) points are used to 

reduce the images to a standard size of 50x40 pixels. 

The reduced image is then processed through a fast neural network to find out 

if any lesion is present within the boundary region. A lesion, we define, as a 

window having a size of 3x3, 2x3, 3x2 pixel or more with a defined intensity level. 

This window is then multiplied in frequency domain with the input image. The 

weight matrix has been normalized. The output layer consists of five neurons; one 

to indicate the presence or absence of the lesion, two neurons to give the x and y 

position of the lesion(xstart and Ystart) and two more neurons to give the distant in 

the x and y direction(Xdist and Ydist). These values, Xstart Ystart, Xdist and Ydist are need 

during the post processing to localize the lesion. The activation function used in 
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all the neurons is a logsigmoid function but for the output, a threshold is used to 

give a binary output of 0 or 1 to indicate the presence or absence of the lesion. 

The output of the FNN may consist of positive and false detection. As in 

medical imaging, any false detection is to be avoided, therefore, Error Back 

Propagation Neural Network (EBPNN) is designed. The output of the Fast Neural 

Network is fed as the input to the EBPNN. Sigmoid function is used as an 

activation function. The network consists of one input layer, one hidden layer and 

one output layer. It has one neuron in the input layer apart from a bias. The hidden 

layer contains three neurons and the output layer contains one neuron that encoded 

whether Coronary Artery Diseases (CAD) is present or not. During the training 

process, the connection weights between the neurons are adjusted using the back

propagation algorithm. The sigmoid activation function is used. The learning rate 

is fixed initially at 0.2. During the training, it is decreased between epochs. The 

momentum is set to 0.5. The network weights are initiated with .random numbers 

using the rand instruction of MA TLAB. Training is terminated for an error value 

of 0.0001. The code has been developed using MATLAB. 

In post processing, the Xstart Y start, Xdist and y dist are used to approximate the size 

and location of the lesion by drawing a rectangle starting at ( Xstart , Ystart ) with its 

length as x = Xdist + 4 and y= Ydist + 4. This rectangle is then superimposed on 

the original input image to get the final image. Thus, these four outputs highlight 

the lesion. In this way, post processing helps to visualize the lesion within the 

image. 

6.5 Results 

Images for this work are collected from MIRL, Dept. of Radiology, UTAH; 

USA and downloaded from the internet [45 -62]. 450 slices of emission images 

of SPECT for the left ventricle of different patients have been considered for the 

purpose. Out of these 450 images, 300 are without lesion and rests are with lesion. 

Testing of the neural networks has been done with 345 images: 248 are without 
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lesion [61] and 97 are with lesion. The network has been tested with 105 images, 

of which 69 are with out lesion and 36 are with lesion. Some of the images are 

presented below out of which some images have lesion. Fig. 6.2 shows the 

original images. Fig 6.3 (a) and (b) show the grey level resized images. And the 

final output is shown in fig . 6.6. 

Figure 6.2(a): Some of the original images that have been considered for our 

work. 
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Figure 6.2(b): Some of the original images considered for the work. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.3: Images resized after converting them to their grey level; (a) grey 

level conversion using MATLAB, (b) resized to SOx40 image matrix. 
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Figure 6.6: Images after the post processing. 

Speedup Ratio 

Fast Neural Network takes less computation as compared to that of 

conventional Neural network as seen in the figure 6.7. 

5 

---~----------------------
0L----~~~-----=~==-=-==~------~------~------~ o 50 100 150 200 250 300 

Image Size 

Figure 6.7: Comparison between Artificial Neural Network and Fast Neural 

Network. 
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In the testing phase, the network gives 4 cases of false alarms, hence the 

accuracy of the network has been found to be 96.2%. Of these 4 cases, there is one 

false positive which indicates that the rate of false positive detection is 0.95% and 

the detection rate of false negative is 2.87%. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Here, a Fast Neural Network based method of artifact detection combined with 

a classical network (to take care of false detection) is designed. This approach 

improves speed and increases the efficiency and accuracy of the detection method. 

In this work, some manual pre processing of the images have been done in order 

to standardize the images to a uniform reduced size. However, a smart algorithm 

can be designed to automatically standardize the images before giving them as 

input of the first neural network. The output results in terms of detection, false 

detection etc. shows the potentiality of the proposed method. 
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7. PSNR Enhancement using Bacterial 
Foraging (BFG) Optimization Technique 

7.1 Introduction to breast cancer detection 

Breast cancer is a cancer of the glandular breast tissue. Worldwide, 

breast cancer is the fifth most common cause of cancer death (after lung cancer, 

stomach cancer, liver cancer, and colon cancer) . In 2005, breast cancer caused 

502,000 deaths (7% of cancer deaths ; almost 1 % of all deaths) worldwide. Among 

women worldwide, breast cancer is the most common cancer and the most 

common cause of cancer death [I]. Because the breast is composed of identical 

tissues in males and females, breast cancer also occurs in males, though it is less 

common[2]. 

One of the most commonly recommended screening methods for breast cancer 

IS X-ray mammography. Mammography has been estimated to reduce breast 

cancer-related mortality by 20-30% [3]. A Mammogram is an X-ray photograph 

of the breast. A digital mammogram is created when a conventional mammogram 

is digitized, through the use of a specific 

Figure 7.1: A mammogram image 

mammogram digitizer or a camera. Alternately, digital mammography, also 

called full-field digital mammography (FFDM), is a mammography system in 
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which the x-ray film is replaced by solid-state detectors that convert x-rays into 

electrical signals. These detectors are similar to those found in digital cameras. 

The electrical signals are used to produce images of the breast that can be seen on 

a computer screen or printed on special film similar to conventional mammograms. 

Although breasts have been X-rayed for more than 70 years, but modern 

mammography has existed since 1969. It was during thi s time that the first X-ray 

machine was used just for breast imaging. Since then, the technology has 

advanced a great deal. The modern day' s technique uses a special machine only 

for breast X-rays to produce images that are of high quality but have a low 

radiation 

Figure7.2 A mammography equipment 

dose (usually about 0.1 to 0.2 red doses per picture.) . But sti ll diagnosing 

breast cancer tumor or cancer tissues using X-ray mammogram is not only a time 

consuming task but also a difficult job even for highly skilled radiologists. This is 
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because proper detection of malignant or benign masses demands an improvement 

in the image 

Figure7.3. A Mammogram image showing a mass. 

contrast, enhancement in the fine details of parenchymal tissues structures, 

suspicious areas, macro-calcification, micro-calcification clusters and optimal 

suppression of noise. 

CAD Systems (Computer Aided Diagnosis) help radiologists to evaluate X

ray images to detect breast cancer in an early stage. It is used in addition to the 

human evaluation. False positives are a major problem of mammographic breast 

cancer screening. Data reported in the UK Million Woman Study indicates that if 

134 mammograms are performed, 20 women will be called back for suspicious 

findings, and four biopsies will be necessary, to diagnose one cancer. These rates 

are higher in the U.S. than in the UK [4]. The contribution of mammography to 

the early diagnosis of cancer cannot be overstated, but it comes at a huge financial 

and psychological cost to the women found to have a nodule. In general, digital 

mammography and computer-aided mammography have increased the sensitivity 

of mammograms, but at the cost of more numerous false positive results. 

Mammography is still the modality of choice for screening of early breast 

cancer [5] , since it is relatively fast, reasonably accurate, and widely available in 

developed countries. 
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Hence, in this section of the thesis work, an attempt has been made to 

enhance the mammography images so as to make the detection of the breast 

masses more error free. 

7.2 Limitations of the present techniques 

Interpretations of mammograms can be difficult because a normal breast can 

appear differently for each woman. Also, the appearance of an image may be 

compromised if there is powder or salve on the breasts or if one has undergone 

breast surgery. Relevance of diagnosis mainly depends on mammographic image 

quality, among others are: adequate optical density range, good resolution and 

sharpness. 

To add to an efficient segmentation of features and accurate detection 

procedure it is easier is to enhance them beforehand [5]. Image enhancement is 

usually made by either suppressing noise or increasing image contrast. Several 

studies have been devoted to contrast enhancement on mammographic images, 

while few studies were concerned with noise reduction [6, 7, 8, 9]. 

A mammogram contains low signal to noise ratio (low contrast) & nOIsy 

images. Added to this, a mammography image may be corrupted by impulse 

noise due to transmission errors, malfunctioning pixel elements in the camera / 

scanner sensors, faulty memory locations, and timing errors in digital to analog 

conversion. Researches are on to improve mammography by enhancing 

mammogram image quality, develop statistical techniques for computer assisted 

interpretation of images; enable long-distance, electronic image transmission 

technology (tele-mammography / tele-radiology) for clinical consultations, and 

improve image guided techniques to assist with breast biopsies. 

7.2.1 Effect of noise 

In the medical viewing task, the observer has to locate pathology embedded 

within a complex background of anatomical structure or clutter. This job of 
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diagnosing cancer tissues from X-ray mammograms is greatly affected by low 

contrast and noisy images. Hence, the goal of enhancement lies in improving the 

quality of image signal. It can be accomplished by removing noise, enhancing 

contrast and enhancing edges [55]. Noise reduces the visibility of some structures 

and objects, especially those that have relatively low contrast. In medical imaging 

the objective is to eliminate the noise, if not to reduce it to a clinically acceptable 

level. 

7.2.2 Denoising: Present Status 

To suit the medical analysis, their Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) seeks 

for a method that can yield a better image quality. After reviewing literatures on 

different filters and soft computing techniques available, a Bacterial Foraging 

Optimization Technique has been used in this thesis to filter the noise thereby 

enhancing the mammography image. 

There are two noise models that mainly represent most of the noises[lO]: 

Gaussian noise and impulse noise. Gaussian noise, additive in nature, is 

characterized by superimposing values from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution to 

each pixels of the image. This noise is usually found during image acquisition. 

Impulse noise is characterized by perturbing some of the image's pixels values 

with random numbers. So, the most noticeable and the least acceptable pixels in 

the noisy image are those whose intensities are much different from their 

neighbors. 

Literature survey shows the existence of various filters; some perform very 

well for a Gaussian noise whereas the others are good for impulse noise only. 

Classical linear digital image filters, such as Gaussian filter or averaging low 

pass filters, smoothens noise efficiently but blur the edges significantly and 

destroys lines, edges and other fine details of the image. As a solution to ,this 

problem, non linear methods are used, most notably the anisotropic diffusion 

technique of Perona and Malik [11]. Another method is the bilateral filter studied 
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by Tomasi and Manducci [12] based on the original idea of Overton and 

Weymouth [13]. These methods use the local measures of an image to 

quantitatively detect edges and to smooth them less than the rest of the image. 

These noise removal methods cannot remove impulse noise adequately. So, a 

separate class of non linear filters has been designed specially to handle the 

impulse noise. Among these filters, many are extensions of the median filter [14-

15], or the rank statistics [16-18]. These filters detect the noisy pixels and replace 

them with their estimated values. The drawback of these filters is the fact that 

when they are applied to Gaussian method, the filters are not effective and in most 

of the cases leave grainy images. Wavelet theory has also been used for image 

denoising. In wavelet domain, each noise wavelet coefficient is modified 

according to a certain threshold. But this threshold needs to be properly chosen. 

Soft thresholding, due to its effectiveness and simplicity, has been used in the 

literature [19, 20]. Alternative approaches are suggested in the papers [21-30]. In 

paper [31], VisuShrink uses a universal threshold, Birge-Massart [32] uses a 

penalization method to select the value of the threshold, BayesShrink [33, 34]. 

Most basic impUlse detectors are based on two state methods to find pixels 

that are significant outliners when compared to its neighbors. Some denoising 

methods like two-state SD-ROM [35,36] and CSAM [37] filters are easily 

customizable, but they suffer from a more complex criterion of judging whether a 

pixel is an impulse. Study shows that a separate class of non-linear filters have 

been developed for the removal of impulse noise; some of them being the 

extension of the median filter [38-15,16], others use rank statistics [16-18]. The 

median filter yields excellent results for image corrupted by impulse noise 

because of its computational efficiency [39]. The different types of median filters 

have been used e.g. the adaptive median filter [40-42], the multi state median filter 

[43], the median filter based on homogeneity information [44], switching median 

filter[ 45], progressive switching median filter[ 46], directional and difference 

based switching median filter[47]. 

The draw back of median filters is that the noisy pixels are replaced by some 

median value without taking into account local features such as the possible 
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presence of edges. When the noise level is high, the details of edge are not 

recovered satisfactory. For successful preserving the edges details preserving 

median based filters are used [48]. For highly corrupted images co-efficient 

approach [49] and two stage algorithm i.e. median type noise detector and detail 

preserving algorithm [50] is used. For image restoration rank conditioned rank 

selection filters [51] are used. 

In an attempt to explore the use of soft computing method, for the job, 

different techniques like Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, 

Bacterial Foraging Optimization. (BFO) have been studied and the BFO has been 

investigated for its use as a signal enhaI?cer thus improving PSNR. 

7.2.3 Performance Metrics 

The performance of this optimization technique is evaluated based on Peak 

Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [53], Structural 

" Contents Image Fidelity, Normalized Correlation Quality. Let ii,)and/;,} denote 

the pixel values of the restored image and the original image respectively. Then, 

1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) given by [39]: 

7.1 

where (J;,) - h,})2 is the Mean Square Error. 

2. Mean Absolute Error: It is defined by the following formula: 

MAE ==_1 "",M,NII:· _ +: .1 
MN L-i,} Ji,) Ji,) 

7.2 

3. Structural Content (SC) & Normalized Correlation QuaJity(NK) : SC 

and NK are the indicators of similarity between tWo digital images, in terms of 

correlation function. They are expressed by the following formulas: 
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M N M N 

SC= II.( ILIl,: 
j=l k=l j=l k=l 

7.3 

7.4 

4. Image Fidelity: Image fidelity refers to the ability of a process to render an 

image accurately, without any visible distortion or information loss [56]. 

M N M N 

IF =1- LL[~.j - l,~]/LI[~:] 
j=l k=l j=l k=l 

7.5 

7.3 Proposed Bacterial Foraging for Optimization 

Let j{ij) represent an input image, and fn(ij), the image after being corrupted 

by noise. Both these images are placed in the search space. The gray level values 

of each pixel of the output image are continuously compared with that of the input 

image. This comparison continues for the entire pixels, until the error is equal to 

or less than 0.00001. If the minimization of error proceeds in right direction, 

swarming or the running speed is increased. This in tum increases the 

convergence speed. If the minimization error increases, the bacterium tumbles and 

searches the right path. This process continues for the entire pixels (or the 

bacteria). During reproduction, the pixels leading towards the right direction will 

split into two. These new bacteria are placed in the same location. The elimination 

and dispersal phase helps during chemotactic processes by moving the pixels to 

the nearest required values away from the noisy image. The cost function that has 

been used here for the optimization process is: 

1 M-l N-J 

J= MN ~~[J,,(i,j)- /(i,j)]2 73 

where, MxN is the size of the original image f(x,y) and its noisy image 

J,,(x,y) . 

The block diagram of the proposed method is 
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Original 
Image 

Noise Noisy 
Image 

Bacterial 
Foraging 

Ootimization 

Reconstructed 
Image 

Figure.7.4. Block diagram of the proposed BFO method. 

For the Lena image and the mammogram, 64,000 bacteria have been used for 

searching the total region. The swimming length Ns has been taken as 4. Two 

reproduction cycles and elimination and dispersal cycles have been considered. 

The probability of elimination and dispersal has been taken to be 0.2S. 

The algorithm starts with the true image being converted into a noisy image. 

Salt and pepper noise of different noise densities have been added to corrupt the 

true image. A few preprocessing steps are used to bring all the images into the 

same format, class and size. 

7.3.1 Results of the· proposed methods 

The proposed methods have been extensively tested with different images. To 

evaluate this method, the developed code was tested with the standard Lena test 

image (SI2xSI2). The original Lena image has been corrupted with impulse noise 

(salt and pepper noise) with different noise probability density. Then these 

corrupted Lena images have been denoised using the BFO algorithm. After the 

image has been denoised, its Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) has been 

calculated. The PSNR is then compared with the published values as reported in 

different papers [ 43-47] for the same images to see the accuracy of the method 

i.e., for validation .. 

Parameters used in the BFO algorithm are: 

i) Number of bacteria used for searching the total region (S) = 6400. 

ii) Swimming length Ns = 4. 

iii) The number of iterations taken in a Chemotactic loop Nc (Nc>Ns) =10. 

iv) The number of reproduction Nre= 2. 

v) The number of elimination and dispersal Ned = 2. 
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vi) Probability of elimination and dispersal Ped = 0.25 

Table 7.1 gives a comparison of the proposed method with the other methods 

[59, 60]. Other methods report a PSNR of 26.21db to 31.36 db for the case of 

impulse noise, this proposed method gives PSNR Of 57.24db for denoising the 

Lena image with a noise density of 40%. 

Table7.1: Comparison of proposed BFO Technique with other existing 

methods with a noise density of 40%. 

Method Lena image; 

PSNR 

3x3 Median Filter[43] 26.21 db 

SxS Median Filter[43] 27.61 db 

Median Filter with Adaptive Length[44] 27.75 db 

Sun and Neuvo Switching Scheme[ 4S] 27.97 db 

Rank Conditioned Rank Selection Filter[ 46] 27.72 db 

SD-ROM without training[ 47] 28.30db 

SD-ROM with training[47] 29;19 db 

Trilateral filter[ 43] 31.36 db 

Proposed method of BFO 57.24 db 
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Table7.2: Values of different performance metrics of proposed method 

(applied on Lena Image). 

SJ.No. Noise PSNR( db) Time( sec) Structural Image Normalized 

Density Contents Fidelity Correlation . 
(SC) (IF) Quality (NK) 

1 0.1 63.4241 443.781 0.9091 0.6981 0.9910 

2 0.2 60.1131 440.968 0.8168 0.5739 0.9958 

3 0.3 58.7326 430.719 0.7807 0.5172 0.9668 

4 0.4 57.4023 432.953 0.7268 0.4223 0.9520 

5 0.5 56.3698 552.218 1.4943 0.5997 0.6344 
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Output of the BFG 

Original Lena image 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure7.5. (a) : Lena (512x512) image cropped into 80x80 size (b) 

Corrupted with 40 % noise, (c) Output Image after using the proposed 
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7.3.2 Results with Lena test image 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure7.6. (a) Lena image corrupted with noise density of 20%,30%,40% 
and 50% respectively (b) denoised image from (a). 
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7.3.3 Results with Mammogram Images, SPECT Images 

Figure 7.7 Mammogram image showing a mass. 
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(a) 

(b) (c) (d) (e) 

(f) (g) (h) (i) 

Figure 7.S. (a) : Original mammogram image cropped into SOxSO pixels, (b) 
Corrupted with 20 % noise, (c) with 30% noise, (d) with 40% noise, (e) 
with 50% noise, (f) - (i) Output Image after using BFO on (b) - (e) 
respectively. 
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(b) (c) (d) (e) 

(f) (g) (h) (i) 

Figure 7.9. (a) : Original SPECT image cropped into 60x60 pixels, (b) 

Corrupted with 20 % noise, (c) with 30% noise, (d) with 40% noise, 

(e) with 50% noise, (f) - (i) Output Image after using BFO on (b) - (e). 

The algorithm has also been applied on a SPECT cardiac image and fig. 7.9 

shows the results. For the SPECT image 3,600 bacteria have been considered. 
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7.3.4 Discussion on the results 

Table 7.3: Result of denoising using BFO Technique. 

PSNR & Time Taken for Iterations 

Image 

P=20% P=30% P=40% P=50% 

Lena 60.45db; 58.62 db; 57.24 db; 56.18 db; 

100.59 Sec 99.08 Sec 298.69 Sec 84.56 Sec 

Mammography 59.24 db; 57.39 db; 56.28 db; 55.28 db; 

100.29 Sec 246.45 Sec 131.81 Sec 133.76 Sec 

SPECT Image 58.50 db; 57.01 db; 55.27 db; 54.73 db; 

107.97 Sec 163.33 Sec 86.86 Sec 115.20 Sec 

Table 7.3 gives the PSNR value and the time taken by the BFO algorithm to 

denoise different images corrupted with different noise densities. 

7.4 Proposed Median-BFG hybrid method 

7.4.1 Median-BFG hybrid method (MED-BFO) 

In this proposed method, the bacterial foraging optimization technique is used 

with median filter to remove salt and pepper noise from corrupted image. In the 

first stage, the median filter is applied to remove the noise and to keep the 

uncorrupted information as far as possible. In the second stage, bacterial foraging 

optimization technique is used to compensate for the sensitive regions for image 

quality enhancement. This method removes salt and pepper noise with a high 

noise density. With an image corrupted with synthetic noise as high as 90%, this 
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method has been found to give a good peak signal to noise ratio and less mean 

absolute error. 

Median filter: 

Median filters [52], are non linear digital filter or order-statistics filter. A 

median filter considers each pixel in the image in tum and looks at its nearby 

neighbors to decide whether or not is representative of its surroundings. Instead of 

simply replacing the pixel value with the mean of neighboring pixel values, it 

replaces it with the median of those values. The median is calculated by first 

sorting all the pixel values from the surrounding neighborhood into numerical 

order and then replacing the pixel being considered with the middle pixel value. If 

the neighborhood under consideration contains an even number of pixels, the 

average of the two middle pixel values is used. It provides very good noise

reduction capabilities, with considerably less blurring. Median filters are 

particularly very effective in the presence of impulse noise. This is because of the 

characteristics of impulse noise as white and black dots appear on an image. The 

principal function of median filter is to force points with distinct gray levels to be 

more like their neighbors. It replaces the value of a pixel by the median of the 

gray levels in the neighborhood of that pixel: 

1\ 

j(x,y) == median{g(s,t)} 7.4 

(s ,t ) E: Sxy 

where, f(x,y) is the restored image after denoising; g(s,t) is the corrupted 

image in the area defined by Sxy and Sxy represent the set of coordinates in a 

rectangular sub image window of size m x n centered at point (x,y). 

The block diagram of the whole method is given below: 
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Input 
Image 

Bacterial 
Noise Noisy 3x3 

i+ r-. ---+ f-+ Foraging r---- Reconstructed 
Added Image Median Filter Optimization Image 

1 ... 

Figure 7:10: Proposed Median-BFG filter 

This present approach is basically a two-steps procedure. In the first step, the 

original input image corrupted with a "Salt & Pepper" noise of varied densities is 

applied to the median filter. The window size of median filter is chosen as 3x3. 

Both the original image and median filter output image are passed as search space 

variables to the bacterial foraging optimization technique. 

In the second step, both the images are placed randomly in the search space 

then the searching technique starts. The number of bacteria chosen depends on the 

number of input pixels of the image. If the optimization proceeds in right direction, 

then the swarming (running speed) increases. Otherwise, a tumble takes place to 

proceed in the right direction. 

The following parameters are selected for Bacterial Foraging Optimization 

during simulations. 

i) Number of bacteria used for searching the total stages the total region (S) 

= 262144 ( For Lena image) 

= 78995 (For Mammography image) 

ii) Swimming length Ns = 2. 

iii) The number of iterations taken in a Chemotactic loop Nc (Nc > Ns) = 3. 

iv) The number of reproduction Nre = 2. 

v) The number of elimination and dispersal Ned = 2. 

vi) Probability of elimination and dispersal Ped = 0.25 . 
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The mean square error given by equation [5] between the original image and 

the noisy image is used as a cost function to optimize the signal to noise ratio. 

1 M N 1\ 

[ ]

2 

Error = MN -8~f(x,y)- f(x,y) 7.5 

where, MxN is the size of both the original image f(x, y) and its restored 

1\ 

image f(x,y). 

7.4.2 Results of the Median-BFG code 

The performance analysis of the Bacterial Foraging optimization with median 

filter has been done by testing it with the same standard Lena image (512x512) 

and Mammography image (305x259) cropped into 80x80 images as shown fig. 

7 .14 (a) and fig. 7 .15 (a). The proposed method restores the images and also 

calculates Peak signal to Noise ratio (PSNR) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in 

each case. In order to test the efficiency of the method, the images have been 

corrupted with noise densities from 10% to 90% with increments of 10%. In all 

the cases the proposed method is found to give a better PSNR and less MAE as 

compared to other methods. Fig 7.14 shows results of the Lena image corrupt with 

noise densities 10% to 50%. The table 7.4 brings out a comparison among the 

results of proposed method and other existing method for Lena image (corrupted 

with noise density 70%). Table 7.5 tabulates the result of the median-BFO method 

as applied on the Lena image corrupted with noise of different densities. 
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7.4.3 Results with Lena test image & perfonnance evaluation 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 7.11. (a) Original 512 X 512 Lena Image cropped into 80X80 size, (b) Original 

Image of (a) corrupted with noise density of 10%,20 %,30%,40%, and 50% 

respectively, (c) Image after median filtering of mask 3x3, (d) Restored image using 

DroDosed MED-BFO techniaue. 
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(a) 

( b) 

( c) 

( d ) 

Figure 7.12: (a) Lena and Mammography images, (b) Images with 70% 

noise density, (c) Median filter output, (d) Restored images using BFG&MF. 
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Table 7.4: Comparison of proposed method and other existing methods 

with noise density of 70% on Lena image. 

Method PSNR 

70% 

MED Filter [19] 23.2 db 

PSM Filter [19] 19.5 db 

MSM Filter [19] 19.0 db 

DDBSM Filter [19] 17.5 db 

NASM Filter [19] 21.8 db 

ISM filter [19] 23.4 db 

Proposed Method 45.91 db 
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Figure 7.13: (a) Lena and Mammography images, (b) Images with 

40% noise density, (c) Median filter output, (d) Restored images using 

BFG&MF. 
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Table 7.5: Comparison of Proposed method with other existing methods 

for noise density of 40% on Lena image. 

Method PSNR 

40% 

3 x3 Median Filter [38] 26.21 db 

5x5 Median Filter [38] 27.61 db 

Median Filter with Adaptive Length [42] 27.75 db 

Sun and Neuvo Switching Scheme [48] 27.97 db 

SD-ROM without training [49] 28.30 db 

SD-ROM with training [49] 29.19 db 

Trilateral Filter [38] 31.36 db 

I 

Proposed Method (MF & BFG) 54.90 db 
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Table 7.6: Result of Median-BFO method as applied on Lena image 

(S12xS12) corrupted with different noise densities. 

Noise PSNR MAE Time taken 

Density (in db) for iterations 

( in sec.) 

10% 68.19 0.0127 2710.77 

20% 64.34 0.0159 2736.34 

30% 59.39 0.0230 2702.95 

40% 54.90 0.0384 2696.62 

50% 51.24 0.0681 2708.33 

60% 47.23 0.0983 2696.46 

70% 45.91 0.1894 2653.54 

80% 44.24 0.2354 2651.96 

90% 42.53 0.3856 2654.76 

7.4.4 Results with Bridge test image 

The algorithm was also tested with a standard Bridge image of the size 

256x256. The Bridge image (fig. 7.14a) was corrupted with salt and pepper noise 

of various noise densities (fig. 7.14b) and then the noisy image is passed in one 
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case through a Median filter (fig. 7 .14c), and in the second case through the 

Median-BFO algorithm(fig. 7.14d). The images in figure 7.14 shows the input 

and output images in each cases. 

10% 

20% 

30% 

40% 

50% 
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60% 

70% 

80% 

90% 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 7.14: From left to right, respectively, (a) Original Bridge Image 

(b) Image corrupted with noise (top to bottom: noise of densities ranging 

from 10% to 90 %) (c) denoising result after using Median Filter (d) 

denoising result after using developed method. 

The Mean Absolute Error, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, and the time taken fo r 

execution are observed and recorded in table 7.7 below. 
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Table 7.7: Result of Median-BFO method as applied Bridge test image 

corrupted with different noise densities. 

Noise MAE PSNR (in Time taken 
Density db) for iterations 

(sec) 
10% 0.0685 68.16 938.93 

20% 0.0718 67.37 948.16 

30% 0.0742 66.95 938.45 

40% 0.0845 65.38 956.85 

50% 0.0957 64.98 934.78 

60% 0.1028 62.56 936.85 

70% 0.1125 61.59 932.78 

80% 0.1267 59.18 939.78 

90% 0.1358 57.45 937.89 
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7.4.5 Results with Mammogram Image 

(a) ( b) ( c ) ( d) 

Figure 7.15: (a) Original Mammography (305X259) image cropped into 

80x80 size; (b) corrupted with noise density of 40%; (c) Median filter output 

image corresponding to (c); (d) Restored image using MED-BFO. 

Table 7.8: Result of Median-BFO method as applied on mammogram 

image (305X259) corrupted with different noise densities. 

Noise PSNR Time taken for 

Density ( in db) MAE iterations ( in sec.) 

10% 69.09 0.0042 444.88 

20% 63.57 0.0062 446.58 

30% 57.62 0.0135 449.75 

40% 53.64 0.0284 432 .99 

50% 49.64 0.0591 446.31 

60% 47.17 0.1088 453 .04 

70% 44.82 0.1820 448.45 

80% 43.02 0.2731 447.09 

90% 41.52 0.3834 445 .06 
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Figure 7.16: (a) & (b) Comparison results in PNSR and MAE for the Lena 
Image at noise density with various algorithms and developed method 
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Figure 7.17: (a) & (b) PSNR & MAE of Lena restored image for 
noise densities 10% to 90%. 
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Figure 7.18: (a) & (b) PSNR & MAE of Mammography restored image for 
noise densities 10% to 90%. 
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Table 7.9: Comparison of the proposed method with other existing 

methods for Lena image in terms of computational time (in seconds). 

Method Noise Density 

70% 90% 

Adaptive Median Filter [57] 23 311 

Variational Method for Impulse Noise 6865 >12000 
Cleaning [58] 

MTND& DPR[58] 2009 6917 

Proposed Method (BFG&MF) 2653 2654 
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8. Noise Removal from a single image 

8.1 Introduction 

The mam two limitations in image accuracy are blur and noise [1]. Blur is 

intrinsic to image acquisition systems and the second main perturbation of image is 

noise. In the previous chapter, it is seen how noise can be removed efficiently from a 

noisy image. In most of the algorithms, an estimate of noise level of the images is 

required to remove the noise [2 - 7]. And this estimation of a noise level from a single 

image appears to be a very difficult task as recognizing whether local image variation 

are due to the noise, color, texture or some variation in lightening [8]. So, in absence 

of a sophisticated prior model for an image, denoising the image is a challenge. In 

this section, an attempt has been made to denoise a given image without any apriori 

knowledge about it. 

8.2 Proposed Median-BFO filter from a single image. 

In all the methods (BFO and MED-BFO) as proposed in the previous chapter, the 

cost function has been taken as the difference of the original image and the noisy 

image. As long as the original image is known, these methods are fine. But, as it 

happens in most of the practical cases, the original image is not known. Under the 

circumstances, the following method (fig. 8.1) is proposed for effective noise 

removal. 
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Bacterial 
Noisy 

~ 
3x3 r---. Foraging r-. Reconstructed 

Image Median Filter OPtimization Image 

~ i 
Figure 8.1: Proposed Median-BFG filter 

In this proposed method, first, the noisy image is cleaned through a median filer 

of 3x3. Now, the difference between the noisy image and the output of the median 

filter acts as a objective function. This objective function is then fed to the Bacterial 

Foraging Optimization block to get an almost noise free image. Here, in this method 

the original image is not used in the whole process of denoising. 

8.3 Results 

The results of this proposed method are shown in the following figures and 

graphs. Fig. 8.2 (a) shows the original image of the test Lena cropped into 80x80 for 

quick computation, its noise corrupted images (noise densities ranging from 10% to 

50% has been added to get the noisy images) are shown in (b). These images have 

then been separately considered for denoising using this proposed algorithm. Output 

of the median filter is shown in (c) and the final output, i.e., the output of the BFO is 

shown in (d). Table 8.1 list the values of PSNR, Structural Contents, Image Fidelity, 

Normalized Correlation Quality and the time taken to execute the algorithm for the 

Lena image corrupt with different noise densities. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure S.2: (a) Original 512 X 512 Lena Image cropped into SOXSO size 

(b) Original image is corrupted with noise density of 10%- 50% resp. 

(c) Image after median filtering of mask 3X3. 

(d) Restored image corresponding to (c). 
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Table 8.1 : Results of the proposed method as applied on 512x512 Lena 

image 

Sr.No. Noise PSNR Time Structural Image Normalized 

Density (db) (sec) Contents Fidelity Correlation 

(SC) (IF) Quality 

(NK) 

1 10% 61.9167 1295.4 1.1000 0.7466 0.7446 

2 20% 59.3694 442.09 1.2242 0.7004 0.7004 

3 30% 58.1447 439.79 1.2809 0.6586 0.6586 

4 40% 56.9415 438.42 1.3755 0.6259 0.6259 

5 50% 55.9950 440.59 1.4987 0.5980 0.5980 
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The 512x512 original Lena image and its noisy counterpart are each divided into 

blocks of 16x16 each. For each of these blocks, their mean and variance is calculated. 

The following figure (fig.8.3 and 8.4) show the plot of the mean and variance of the 

noisy image and original image respectively. 
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Figure 8.3 Mean and Variance of Noisy Lena Image 
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Plot of Noise density Vs. PSNR of Lena Image 
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Figure 8.5. (a) Plot ofPSNR against the noise density and (b) 
plots SC, IF, NCQ against the noise density (for Lena image). 
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Now, the proposed method is applied on a mammography image. Table 8.2 shows 

the PSNR, SC, IF, NK, and time for the image corrupt with different noise density. 

Table S.2. Results of the proposed method as applied on mammography 

(SOxSO) image 

SI.No. Noise PSNR Time Structural Image Normalized 

Density (db) (sec) Contents Fidelity Correlation 

(SC) (IF) Quality 

(NK) 

1 O.l 62.1237 457.8 1.0 0.75 0.75 

2 0.2 60.5637 443.20 1.12 0.72 0.71 

3 0.3 59.1437 440.85 1.23 0.68 0.68 

4 0.4 57.5236 498.85 1.32 0.63 0.63 

5 0.5 56.8529 455.85 1.45 0.62 0.61 
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In figure 8.5, a mammography image is shown, it is then corrupted with noise of 

various densities ranging from 10% to 50% (b), passed through the median filter (c) 

and the final output of the BFO is shown in (d). In both the cases, it is observed that 

the PSNR value decreases as compared to the method proposed in the previous 

chapter. This is due to the fact that in the previous method, the objective function was 

based on the original image but in this present proposed method, the objective 

function is derived only from the noisy image. 

( a) 

(b) 

. >" ' ;. -i. ' : •••• 
,'":. . ',' 

( c) 

( d ) 

Figure 8.6: (a) Original305x259 mammography image cropped to 

80x80 size, (b) Original image corrupted with noise density of 10%- 50% resp. 

( c) Image after median filtering of mask 3X3. 

(d) Restored image corresponding to (c). 
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Plot of Noise density Vs. PSNR of Mammography Image 
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Figure 8.7. (a) Plot ofPSNR against the noise density 
and (b) plots SC, IF, NCQ against the noise density 
(mammography). 
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8.4 Conclusion 

This work addresses the fundamental issue of noise removal in a more realistic 

and reliable way. Real-world images have been denoised here. Though the PSNR 

obtained by this method is slightly less than that of the methods mentioned in the 

earlier chapter, but the approach of automatically inferring the denoised image from 

an unknown noise level makes it more useful for its application in medical images. 
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9.1 Conclusion 

Error free detection and diagnosis is a big challenge to the success of medical 

science and technology. The advancement of computational software, hardware, 

image techniques, intelligent-smart system etc, is paving path for accurate automatic 

detection and diagnosis. The works carried out under the problem statements of this 

thesis aim at providing certain degree of achievements and solutions to march 

forward in the direction of automatic detection and diagnosis of diseases that will 

help the urban and more so the rural population where expertise is scanty. The thesis 

has addressed five major issues viz., (i) automatic detection and diagnosis of 

arrhythmias (ii) denoising of medical images (iii) faster detection and localization of 

lesion in the cardiac images (iv) PSNR (image) enhancement to detect and accurately 

diagnosis (v) detection in absence of original image from mammography and from 

SPECT images. The developed methods have been validated using the standard 

images used by researchers for validation. 

With rise of heart related problems, the solution for arrhythmias is considered as a 

potential problem in this thesis. Arrhythmias- abnormalities in the rhythm of the 

heart's pumping mechanism can lead to interrupted blood flow, oxygen starvation of 

the heart muscle and complete shut down of the heart - the so called cardiac arrest. 

There are various types and forms of arrhythmias, the detection and diagnosis of these 

depends mainly on experience and expertise of doctors. In multi functional disorder 

situations, the detection and diagnosis further gets complicated due to nonlinear 

behavior of the heart activities, thus, making possible for erroneous detection and 

diagnosis. Therefore, in chapter 4 of this thesis artificial neural networks have been 

developed to detect and diagnoses the arrhythmias from the ECG trace or data. 

Original potentials data have been used to develop train and test the network. The 

back propagation algorithm based neural network designed in the said chapter can 

take data from ECG trace by converting image into graphs as proposed in thesis or 

directly from ECG data file. The developed network has been tested with various 
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patient data after training the network with 539 nos. of patient data. The network 

at the present moment is capable of detecting and diagnosing 16 arrhythmias with 

error vary from 3 to 4%. The computational time is considerably low making it 

possible as a potential tool to detect and diagnoses more arrhythmias from the single 

network in future. The result achieved in the chapter 4 is more accurate and more in 

arrhythmias numbers compared to so far published results. 

The imperfections of an image acquisition systems and transmission 

channels often corrupt image with noise. It is further added with malfunctioning 

pixel elements in the camera sensors, faulty memory locations, and timing errors. 

The noise significantly reduces the quality of the images making it difficult for 

detection and diagnosis task. There are various types of noises. Salt and pepper 

noise which is due to above stated facts needs to be eliminated or reduced to an 

acceptable limit for error free detection and diagnosis of diseases. Therefore, the work 

of chapter 5 of this thesis is dedicated to the development of an artificial neural 

network using gradient descent algorithm to remove impulse noise or salt and pepper 

noise. In the proposed method, images are pre-processed before feeding them to 

artificial neural networks. The pre-processed image is fed to a neural network. The 

network is trained with 200 images added with varied noise densities (10% to 60%). 

The developed trained network is tested with 100 images of varied noise densities. 

The results of 5 such cases have been presented in chapter 5 of the thesis. The results 

have been compared with that of other methods published in various literatures. The 

presented method gives a better PSNR thus showing a better noise removal. The 

performance of the network in terms of PSNR decreases with increase in noise 

density which is true for other published methods. But the PSNR of the present 

method is higher and thus, the method is more efficient in removing the noise. The 

algorithm is simple to implement and the computational time is considerably small 

thus making the proposed approach more attractive for medical applications. 
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In chapter 6 of the thesis, emphasis has been on accurate detection and 

localization of lesion in SPECT cardiac images while reducing computational time. 

Among all form of illness, coronary artery disease (CAD) is the single greatest cause 

of morbidity and mortality in the world. Early detection of any lesions in cardiac is 

an effective method to reduce the number of death caused by coronary artery 

diseases. The present imaging methods viz., CT, PET, MRI & SPECT etc. suffer 

from prolonged study times because of relatively low detection efficiency. Therefore, 

in this thesis attempt has been mode to deVelop computer aided detection and 

localization of lesion using a fast neural network in conjunction with back 

prorogation neural network. The approach is in two steps viz., (i) to speed up the 

detection and (ii) to accurately detect and localized the lesion. Large data processing 

in a neural networks increases the training time. Therefore, in the proposed method, a 

preprocessing algorithm is run on the data received from MIRL, University Utah, 

USA and down loaded from various internet sites. 345 images out of which 248 
~ 

without lesion are used for training the network and 105 images out of which 69 

without lesions are used for testing. The fast neural network has reduced the 

computational time by more than 5 folds while the back propagation neural network 

has ensured reduction and elimination of false detection. In the proposed method, an 

accuracy of approximately 97% is achieved with the detection rate of false positive as 

0.95 % and false negative as 2.87%. The cascaded neural networks proposed in the 

chapter 6 seems to be potential CAD (Computer aided) tool for detection and 

localization of lesion due to drastic reduction in computational time while achieving 

high degree of accuracy. 

Medical imaging suffers from false detection or no detection leading to 

wrong diagnosis specially when the foreign object is very small in size or 

inflammation is high leading to almost difficult for imaging. Diseases like breast 

cancer can be made non-fatal if the detection is possible in early stage i.e. when the 

cancerous tissue size or cyst size is less than 2 cm. So is the case in SPECT imaging 
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for heart/cardiac related alignments. Imaging techniques such as mammography, 

SPECT etc have their own limitations in the said situation. Therefore, in chapter 7 of 

the thesis, efforts have been made to use the potential of evolutionary optimization 

technique viz. Bacterial Foraging to enhance the PSNR values while reducing MAE 

for detection even small foreign object. In the proposed method, bacterial foraging 

optimization technique has been cascaded with the median filter to enhance the PSNR 

considerably making it possible to even detect a very small object. The method has 

been validated with standard Lena images (512 x 512) and then has been used in 

mammography and SPECT images. In the proposed method, the bacterial foraging 

optimization technique has been used to minimize the error that arises between the 

output of a median filter and the original image. PSNR more than 50 dB is achieved 

with noise density of 70% which is quite high in comparison to published results in 

various literatures where the PSNR value is below 40 dB for the same percentage of 

noise density. The results achieved for mammography and SPECT images are quite 

promising and will make the proposed technique to go a long way in detection and 

diagnosis of medical imaging. 

The search for original image to minimize the error is a challenging 

problem in any image restoration and enhancement techniques or methods. In the 

absence of an original image, many algorithms or methods fail to restore the image or 

enhance the image. Therefore, in chapter 8, a novel technique of using bacterial 

forging is proposed to restore image with enhanced PSNR from a noisy image. In the 

proposed method, bacterial foraging optimization technique is applied to minimize 

the error that arises due to difference between the output of median filter and that of 

nOISY image. Image quality measures such as PSNR, MAE, Image Fidelity, 

Structural Content, Normalized Correction Quality etc. have been studied. The 

method is applied to standard Lena images for validation. Noise density levels are 

varied from 10% to 90% to evaluate the performance in less to high critical noise 

conditions. More than 50 dB PSNR is obtained which shows potentiality of the 

suggested method. However, PSNR less by 5dB is observed when compared to the 
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results obtained using original image. Thus, the proposed method will go a long 

way in development of blind detection technique which is very much pertinent to 

medical imaging detection and diagnosis. The outcomes of the thesis in terms of 

automatic detection, localization, noise removal, enhancement, diagnosis etc will act 

as potential tools for CAD supported detection and diagnosis techniques on which 

many researchers and industries world wide are working in the present time. The 

simple, novel and accurate methods present in this thesis will go a long way in 

drawing the attention of researchers and industries for potential applications III 

medical science specially in automated detection and diagnosis technique. 

9.2 Future Scope 

Hybrid model of bacterial forging with fast neural network, integration of Fuzzy 

intelligence to neuro-bacterial foraging models may help to reduce computational 

time while improving the accuracy. Therefore, the out comes of this thesis pave a 

way to future development by integrating Fuzzy, Neural computing & evolutionary 

optimization technique to develop an efficient, cost effective and accurate automatic 

detection and diagnosis system for medical use. The soft-computing approach in 

conjunction with FPGA can provide hardware efficient detection devices for medical 

applications. 
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